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and sweet family of ours to chill out
and rejuvenate ourself. The focus
on family and community played a
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industry has also noticed and has
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of -international destinations for you
choose.
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Family holidays are seen as breaks
away from busy everyday lives a
chance to reconnect with the people
we love; a time to relax, to be the real
us, or indeed to be whoever we want
to be. They are supposed to be a relief
from stress and chores, giving time
for recovery and rest in the pleasant
companionship of the family. A family
holiday filled with sun, laughter and
new experiences is the perfect time to
do just this.

There is great value in creating
traditions for families. It creates
meaningful memories, especially for
children, and gives them something
to look forward to year after year.
The actions become associated with
emotions, which in turn make the
event even more special.
In hospitality we cover few of the
best hotels from various corners of
India.
In lifestyle we covered the 11th
season of IFFD, India Runway Week.
The Indian Federation for Fashion
Development (IFFD) hosted the
extremely anticipated eleventh season
of India Runway Week at The DLF
Place Saket, New Delhi. Country’s
third largest fashion event started with
high spirit in the capital from March
29, 2019, and put up a spectacular
display of the hottest trends to watch
out for by some of the renowned and
upcoming designers.

VedikaSharma
vedika@fabianmedia.net

Runway to get the
trends of current
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Get live updates of all
travel & lifestyle trends at
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Snippet

Result of ADTOI Kerala Chapter Election

I

n accordance with the provisions of the
constitution of Association of Domestic
Tour Operators of India (ADTOI), and in
accordance with existing Acts/Laws/Rules/
Regulations, to conduct elections in ADTOI
Kerala Chapter nominations were invited from
the eligible members for the posts of Chairman,
Secretary and Treasurer one post each. As till

the date of withdrawal only one nomination for
each one of the post was received, the following candidates were declared as duly elected
as unopposed to the posts mentioned against
their names: Chairman - Mr. Abraham George,
Intersight Holidays Pvt.Ltd; Secretary-Mr. William Rodriques, Coastline Holidays Pvt. Ltd;
Treasurer - Mr. Baby Thomas, Princy Travels.

IHCL Ink an MoU with Sixt

T

he Indian Hotels
Company Limited
(IHCL), South Asia’s
largest hospitality company and
SIXT, one of the world’s leading mobility service providers
have announced an exciting
new partnership at the International Tourism Exchange

programme, Taj InnerCircle.
Sixt is a global car rental
company with over 100 years
in business and the largest
premium car fleet in the world.
It maintains an international
network with more than 2,200
stations and presence in over 110
countries globally.

(ITB) in Berlin. The first step
in this global collaboration will
bring attractive advantages
and benefits to the members of
IHCL’s award-winning loyalty

Puneet Chhatwal, Managing
Director and Chief Executive
Officer, IHCL, said “We are
delighted to partner with Sixt
to bring its expansive global

network to our members. Taj
InnerCircle is an award-winning
loyalty programme and it is our
constant endeavour to enhance
the member benefits to bring
value to our esteemed guests.
We look forward to building our
relationship with future partnerships between SIXT and IHCL.”
Regine Sixt, Senior Executive Vice President International
Marketing, Sixt SE said “Sixt is
a synonym for premium vehicles
and premium services because
we only want the best for our
customers. This claim connects
us with IHCL, that’s why we fit
together so wonderfully. With
this new cooperation, we offer
our mutual customers a special
added value on their travels as
well as many attractive advantages and discounts. We are very
much looking forward to working together with our new strong
partner.”

A New Leadership For Visit Monaco

T

he Monaco Government Tourist Authority announce the appointment of
Mr. Guy Antognelli as President &
Mrs. Sandrine Camia as Deputy Director.
A new team has been appointed, as
head of the Monaco Government Tourist &
Convention Authority. Mr. Guy Antognelli,
former Deputy Director becomes the new
President of Monaco Tourism and Mrs. Sandrine Camia, who has been serving as head
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of the Monaco Convention Bureau for the
past seven years, becomes Deputy Director.
Mrs. Camia about her appointment as
Deputy Director said " It is a new challenge
and a recognition of the work accomplished
at the Convention Bureau. These past seven
years have been rich in experiences and successes."
Mr. Antognelli about his appointment as
President said “This appointment is recogni-
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Jalesh Cruises
takes delivery of its
first cruise vessel

J

alesh Cruises first premiere cruise line
catering to the Indian domestic and international cruise business, received its first ship,
Karnika, the erstwhile Pacific Jewel from P&O
Australia, in Singapore. The vessel, which is the
first in the fleet of the multi-destination cruise
line Jalesh Cruises, will reach Mumbai on April
17.
Keeping with tradition, the 2,000 passenger
ship, which weighs 70,285 tons, will go through
its naming ceremony at a gala event in Mumbai
on April 19.
Mr. Jurgen Bailom, President & CEO, Zen
Cruises, said, “Today marks an important day
for the Indian cruise tourism industry with the
acceptance of Jalesh Cruises first ship. We are
going to offer a memorable vacation to passengers on board with exotic culinary experiences,
international hospitality and best of entertainment shows at high seas. With Karnika, we mark
the beginning of memorable cruise holidays
that will bring joy and delight to the Indian and
global community.”
Karnika will dry dock in Singapore at Sembcorp Marine Admiralty Yard over the next few
weeks for a extensive refurbishment exercise to
customize the ship to suit Indians travelers. It
will then proceed from Singapore to Colombo
via Kochi, New Mangalore, Goa and finally arrive in Mumbai on April 17.

tion of my work and a statement of trust from
the Government. I especially look forward
to working with the team who is dedicated
to promote the destination and has achieved
great results over the past years.
My aim is to lead all missions of Monaco
Government Tourist & Convention Authority
to ensure a high level of tourism throughout
the year and maximize the economic benefits
for the destination."
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Sustainable
Development of
Heritage Tourism
in India

Qatar Visa Center now in New Delhi

M

andated by the Ministry of Interior,
State of Qatar, Qatar Visa Center
was inaugurated by His Excellency
Mr. Mohammed Khater Al Khater, Ambassador
of the State of Qatar to the Republic of India
in New Delhi. The opening ceremony was attended by Major Abdullah Khalifa Al Mohannadi, Director of Department of Visa Support
Services, Ministry of Interior of the State of
Qatar.
Six other visa centers in Mumbai, Kochi,
Hyderabad, Lucknow, Chennai and Kolkata
will be operational shortly.

P

HD Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(PHDCCI) organized the 8th India Heritage Tourism Conclave with the theme
‘Sustainable Tourism Management at World
Heritage Sites’ on 27 March 2019 at WelcomHotel The Savoy, Mussoorie. The programme was
supported by the Ministry of Tourism, Government of India.
Inaugurating the Conclave, Dr. Sanjeev Chopra (IAS), Director, Lal Bahadur Shastri National
Academy of Administration, said, “A country
as diverse as India is symbolized by the plurality of its culture and heritage. Heritage tourism
in India is a real treasure as there are numerous
cultural, historical and natural resources. There
are immense possibilities of heritage tourism
in India. This type of event can prove to be a
milestone for increasing the tourism business of
the country.”

At the new Qatar Visa Center, work visa
applicants for the State of Qatar will be able
to sign on work contracts digitally, enroll their
biometrics and undergo mandatory medical
test all under one-roof, thus saving time and
making it hassle free for the applicants. The
move to get work visa applicants to complete
the most essential and critical part of their
visa processes in the country of origin (India
in this case) is aimed at guaranteeing prospective employees their rights in a manner consistent with the best international standards.
The visa center is in sync with international standards guaranteeing
greater transparency, traceability and improved antifraud measures and security
screening mechanisms for
the visa applicants. The
center will operate between
08:30 am to 04:30 pm from
Monday to Friday.

Royal Caribbean awarded as 'Best
Venue for Mice'

R

oyal Caribbean International, an awardwinning global cruise brand represented
exclusively by TIRUN Travel Marketing
in India, has been honoured as the ‘Best Venue for
MICE’ under the category ‘Best Incentive Packages and Facilities Provided’ in a ceremony held
during the MICE Conclave 2019.
The three-day conclave took place
from 13-15 March 2019 at Sheraton
Grand Bengaluru Whitefield Hotel &
Convention Centre, Bengaluru, and
witnessed the presence of renowned industry leaders, experts, professionals, and
influencers in the domains of tourism,
hospitality, and technology from across
the globe.
Expressing her happiness about the
achievement, Mrs. Ratna Chadha, Chief
Executive, TIRUN Travel Marketing remarked, “As a part of the Royal Caribbean International fraternity, it is a moment

of immense pleasure and pride for us at TIRUN to
witness it achieve success and laurels at every step.
Receiving this award at the MICE Conclave 2019
is truly an honour as it is renowned for celebrating
and appreciating the outstanding work done by top
performers in the corporate travel industry.”

VFS Global attains the PCMM Level 5 rating

V

FS Global is pleased to announce the successful
completion of the PCMM Level 5 rating appraisal
and awarded this rating within two and a half years
after being appraised at PCMM Level 3 (People Capability Maturity Model) in mid-2016. Achieving this rating has
been a two-year process involving a project team and multiple VFS Global cross-functional teams across geographies
and functions. The appraisal was conducted by KPMG.
Commenting on this achievement, Mr. Zubin Karkaria,
CEO, VFS Global, said, "The need to sustain consistent
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business growth has made it imperative for us to build high
performing teams, develop people capabilities, and manage
excellence in people management. PCMM Level 5 is an
affirmation of our continued focus on people and business
process integration. It is pivotal for us as a global organisation to continue strengthening our people and business
processes to drive business excellence, and to meet the
business objectives of our client governments and develop
innovative solutions that enhance the overall experience of
applicants globally.”
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Indian Golf and Turf Expo 2019
Indian Golf and Turf Expo 2019 targets a revenue of INR 100 crs through Golf tourism
in next five years.

P

eter Walton, President & Chief Executive, IAGTO - The Global Golf Tourism
Organisation; Bruce MacPhee, Senior
Agronomist, and Mike Orloff, Managing Director, Golf Industry Central, are some of the
leading lights of the global Golf industry from
among 500 delegates, who will attend the 8th
Indian Golf and Turf Expo (IGE) 2019. South
Asia’s largest Golf Industry Trade Show is
scheduled to be held at New Delhi’s Thyagraj
stadium on April 26-27, 2019. The IGE returns
to the national capital after last year’s seventh
edition was held in Bengaluru.
Speaking at the formal launch of the event,
Mr. SumanBilla (IAS), Joint Secretary, Ministry
of Tourism, Government of India, said, “The
Ministry of Tourism of the Government of India
has long identified Golf as a potential tourism
booster and has taken several measures including developing more public courses to grow and
promote the sport in the country. In a welcome
addition, this year’s IGE has also involved turf
experts and professionals in a big way. This is
so important to ensure that the best of infrastructure is available in the country, not only
to boost the prospects of Golf, but also other
sports like Football, Cricket, Polo and others

where quality turf plays a critical role in boosting the standards of the athletes game. I thank
all partners in making IGE a success over the
years and look forward to the 2019 edition.”
Rishi Narain, former Asian Games Gold
medalist also stated that “The Golf Industry
Association has set a target to generate revenue
of INR 100 crs in next five years through Golf
tourism”
IGE 2019 will see around 50 domestic and
international exhibitors display their products
along with conferences by eminent speakers,
golf simulators to hone golf skills, putting and
snag golf competitions, networking lunches,
evening cocktails and gala dinner. About 37
Golf clubs from all over the country have also
confirmed their participation.
Mrs. Deepali Shah Gandhi, President, Golf
Industry Association (GIA), promoters of IGE,
was also present on the occasion and said, “On
behalf of the GIA, I would like to thank Mr.
SumanBilla and through him the Ministry of
Tourism, Government of India, for their continued encouragement and support to IGE, which
has now become a must-attend for the entire
Golf ecosystem in the country. The IGE brings
together all key partners and contributors to the

sport, whose tireless efforts have enabled stars
like AnirbanLahiri, GaganjeetBhullar and Shubhankar Sharma to name a few, make a name
for themselves. The GIA heartily welcomes all
delegates and foreign guests to the IGE 2019
and hope they have a fruitful time at the expo.”
Other key golf industry bodies represented
at IGE 2019 include the Indian Golf Union
(IGU), Women’s Golf Association of India
(WGAI) and the Golf Course Superintendents
and Managers Association of India (GCSMAI).
The event is also supported by Incredible !ndia.
India has over 240 golf courses in the
country and about 150,000 individuals play the
game across age groups. Over the past five plus
years, India has attracted over INR 5000 crores
of investment

Mani Mansion, Ahmedabad
(Gujarat)

Royal Safari Camp, Bajana
(Gujarat)

Darbargadh Poshina (Gujarat)

TatSaraasa Resort & Spa, Udaipur
(Rajasthan)

Jhadol Safari Resort, Jhadol
(Rajasthan)

Jhalamand Garh, Jodhpur
(Rajasthan)

Jungle Vilas Ranthambhore
(Rajasthan)

Roopniwas Kothi, Nawalgarh
(Rajasthan)

Sunset Desert Camp - Luxury
Mobile Camping

Aranyawas, Ranakpur (Rajasthan)

Dhula Garh, Jaipur (Rajasthan)

Godwad Leopard Safari Camp,
Jawai (Rajasthan)

Himalayan Hideaway Lodge,
Rishikesh

The Lavitra, Udaipur (Rajasthan)

Kutch Safari Resort, Bhuj (Gujarat)
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E-mail: booking@synergihospitality.com, Contact: +91 9650 633339
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Cover Story

Explore,
Think Beyond
The Box

The focus on family and community played a strong role in our society.
The travel industry has also noticed and has geared up for families.
• Vedika Sharma

F

amily holidays are seen as breaks away
from busy everyday lives a chance to
reconnect with the people we love; a
time to relax, to be the real us, or indeed to be
whoever we want to be. They are supposed to be
a relief from stress and chores, giving time for
recovery and rest in the pleasant companionship
of the family. A family holiday filled with sun,
laughter and new experiences is the perfect time
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to do just this. There is great value in creating
traditions for families. It creates meaningful
memories, especially for children, and gives
them something to look forward to year after
year. The actions become associated with
emotions, which in turn make the event even
more special.
A fantastic holiday is more than just a one-off
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treat for the family - it's a bonding experience, a
way to make memories that will last a lifetime,
and it broadens the horizons of your children's
world too.
For your family vacation ideas and
inspiration here we have few of the international
destinations with all basic details like visa, cost
effectiveness etc especially for family vacations.
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Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi - An affordable luxury destination for family

I

n an exclusive conversation Bejan
Dinshaw, Country Manager, Department of
Culture and Tourism – Abu Dhabi Shared
about Abu Dhabi as a family destination
“Abu Dhabi is a family destination. It offers
something to everyone in the family. Kids can
enjoy at various facilities at Yas Island like
Warner Bros. World Abu Dhabi, riding on the
world’s fastest rollercoaster at Ferrari World
Abu Dhabi or take a plunge in water at Yas
Waterworld. Youngsters can indulge in desert
activities like dune bashing, quad biking and
other adventurous water sports. For the elders,
we have the immensely beautiful Sheikh Zayed
Grand Mosque and the architectural marvel,
Louvre Abu Dhabi. We have recently opened
Qasr Al Watan, the Presidential Palace in Abu
Dhabi, which tells the story of UAE’s history
and heritage. Abu Dhabi Summer season
(ADSS) is another annual programme that will
start in July. This is a series of activities related
to summer season for everyone, shopping deals,
hotel discounts, various events and concerts
are a part of this season. Special activities for
kids are also a part of ADSS.”
While commenting on cost-effectiveness
Dinshaw mentioned “Abu Dhabi is termed
as affordable luxury destination, so one can

Bejan Dinshaw
Country Manager
Department of Culture and Tourism – Abu Dhabi

experience luxury within budget. More than
price, it is the experience, Abu Dhabi offers to

the visitors which makes the destination worth
the visit. As Abu Dhabi is a tax-free destination,
shopping is quite reasonable compared to other
destinations. Last year, Abu Dhabi announced
that tourists will be able to claim back 85%of
their VAT on goods they have purchased in the
UAE.”

VISA FACILITIES

Abu Dhabi recently started with 48-hours free
transit visa facility. Travelers who are stopping
over the UAE with confirmed onward journeys
can obtain transit visas upon arrival. This visa
is free for the first two days (48 hours). It can
be extended for up to four days (96 hours) for
a minimal fee of AED 50.

April 2019
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Austria

Austria is the Perfect Holiday destination for Indian families, offering
something for all ages to ensure a great holiday for the whole family.

Christine Mukharji
Director, Austrian National Tourist Office

C

hristine Mukharji, Director, Austrian
National Tourist Office, India share
about Austria as best family holiday
destination for India “With a seamless transport
system, museums with rich art collections,
ornate palaces, amusement parks, zoos, iconic
coffeehouses, UNESCO World Heritage sites,
large number of mountains and lakes, a variety
of outdoor activities, natural beauty and a rich
heritage, Austria effortlessly combines a cultural
break with sporty outdoor activities making
it the ideal destination for family holidays.
Austria offers over 50 Indian restaurants for an
Indian tourist to choose from. In addition, clean
air and high safety standards make Austria a
perfect family Holiday destination.
Vienna, the capital city, has been named the
Most Livable City in the World, for the tenth time
in a row by Mercer's international comparative
study. A must-visit for kids and grown-ups alike
is the Schönbrunn Zoo, the oldest operational
zoo in the world. The magnificent residential
castle, Schönbrunn, with its sweeping gardens,
fountains and statues is an awe-inspiring sight
for visiting families.
Salzburg, Mozart's city has always been an
ideal family destination. The trick fountains at
Hellbrunn Palace, are one of the most popular
highlights, enchanting children with magical
grottos, a mechanical theater and mischievous
water jets. Salzburg Zoo is right next door,
where rhinoceros, leopards and free-flying
griffon vultures are certain to generate an
atmosphere of excitement for young visitors.
Surrounded by mountains, Innsbruck is a
natural paradise for families. Use one of the nine
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cable cars in the region and enjoy the amazing
landscape. The Swarovski Crystal Worlds in
Wattens, Tirol, is the treasured destination
for Indian travelers. With an extensive garden
landscape including an alpine trail, water
playground and play tower, the Giant, as it is
lovingly called, offers a sparkling experience
for families.”
“Austria is very well priced compared to
a lot of its neighboring European countries. A
large variety of hotels to suit any pocket type
is available to choose from. Austria offers a
wide range of value for money food options,
transport facilities and various city cards at
affordable rates.” Ms. Mukharji shed light on
the cost-effectiveness of Austria.
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VISA FACILITIES

A Schengen visa is required to travel to Austria.
Austria Schengen visa is issued by the Visa
section of the Austrian Embassy in New Delhi.
However, all applicants can apply for visas,
submit documents and bio-metrics at any of
the 16 VFS facilitating services across Indian
cities. For details visit www.vfs-austria.co.in
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Ireland
The amalgamation of the world’s most ancient cultures with an interesting
21st-century style makes the island of Ireland a fascinating vacation
destination. Ireland is a perfect mix of vibrant cities, breathtaking landscapes,
exotic food & drink and historical sites.

B

eena Menon, India Representative,
Tourism Ireland commented on
the destination Ireland as a family
destination “The island of Ireland is unique as
there is nothing like the Irish charm. Ireland
is imbued with a strong history and cultural
ties. Life here dates back 9,000 years, and the
spirit of the past can be found everywhere,
from Stone Age sites to castles and medieval
city lanes. Modern Ireland is filled with buzzy
capital cities – Dublin and Belfast – quirky
towns and villages, with cosy pubs packed
with friendly locals, a vibrant nightlife.
The award-winning television series ‘Game
of Thrones’ chose Northern Ireland as the
location for the series, with extensive filming
along the stunning Causeway Coast and Glens
to represent everything from Winterfell to the
King’s Road, the Iron Islands to Stormlands.
The final series (season 8) of Game of Thrones
will be aired in April 2019.

Wild Atlantic Way

The Wild Atlantic Way is a sensational journey
of soaring cliffs and buzzing towns and cities,
of hidden beaches and epic bays. So whether
you drive it from end-to-end, or dip into it as
the mood strikes, it's going to be a once-in-alifetime experience.

Causeway Coastal Route

One of the world’s great road journeys,
the Causeway Coastal Route between the
cities of Belfast and Derry-Londonderry is a
kaleidoscope of natural landscapes, imposing
cliffs, bubbling mountain streams and gushing
waterfalls. The route is a remarkable coastal
road with majestic cliffs, golden sands and
the Giant's Causeway where six-sided basalt
columns create an eerie landscape jutting into
the ocean.

Ireland’s Ancient East

Encompassing 17 counties and 5,000 years of
history, Ireland’s Ancient East features lush,
green lands, tales of feuding dynasties hide
behind crumbling Gothic architecture; ghostly
tombs predate the pyramids; and knights, kings,
monks and Vikings loom large in incredible
stories.”
“ Ireland is a destination that offers a great
value for the discerning travellers. The island of
Ireland is a land of unparalleled scenic beauty
and has something to offer every member of the
family. One can experience the Emerald Isle by
visiting its popular cities from vibrant Dublin to
Galway and the magnificent Giant’s Causeway.
Ireland is truly the friendliest country to travel
to. Travellers can enjoy the luxury of staying
in a castle like a king or stay with family and

Beena Menon
India Representative, Tourism Ireland

friends in a five/four-star hotel or relax in B&B
accommodation. From a chauffeur drove car to
a hop-on-hop-off bus to a comfortable journey
in a seat in coach or a rail tour, commuting
in Ireland is comfortable and suites different
segments of traveller. Food in Ireland is fresh,
tasty and made with a contemporary twist.
Ireland has some great restaurants, Irish cafés
and friendly restaurants.” Ms. Menon added
with respect to the cost-effectiveness of family
vacation.

VISA FACILITIES

Travelling to Ireland has now become easy. A
valid passport is required to enter the Republic
of Ireland and Northern Ireland. Indian
national visitors to the Republic of Ireland
require an Irish visa. Indian national visitors to
Northern Ireland require a UK visa. The new
British Irish Visa Scheme (BIVS) allows a
short stay applicant from India to travel to and
around both the UK and Ireland with only one
visa. Whether this visa is a UK visa or an Irish
visa dependent upon the country you visit first.

April 2019
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South Africa

South Africa is the perfect getaway for Indian families simply because it has it
all: world-class safaris, adventure activities for adults and kids alike, breathtaking beauty, pristine beaches, well-equipped and exciting resorts, diverse and
vibrant shopping, food and nightlife options that make it a joy for travellers of
every age group.

N

eliswa Nkani, Hub Head – MEISA,
South African Tourism said “South
Africa encourages and invites Indian
family travellers to explore and find their own
adventure! For families travelling with members
of various age groups, the Rainbow Nation
has numerous options to engage each one of
them. Families can choose from escapades
in the wild while staying in enchanting game
reserves, activities such as the world’s highest
commercial bridge bungee, abseiling off Table
Mountain – one of the New 7 Wonders of the
World, Shark Cage diving in the Western Cape,
soaking in the beauty of an exquisite landscape
in a Hot Air Balloon. Families can also embark
on self-drives to explore the country of limitless
experiences at their own pace.
We are among the few countries that offer
adventure activities across a wide range of age
groups – from children to senior citizens, all
are encouraged and assisted in participating in
everything from bungee to shark-cage diving
and wildlife walks. We understand that people
travel with their children and therefore we allow
children of all ages to enjoy adventure activities
as long as we can guarantee their safety and they
adhere to technical requirements of the activity
in terms of height, weight, etc. All this is done
while ensuring that the highest levels of safety
are maintained.
Interestingly, we have even had 80-year-old
visitors who have attempted the shark-cage dive!
The Rainbow Nation welcomes the young and
the young-at-heart to have safe yet exhilarating
experiences.”
Ms. Nkani shed light on the costeffectiveness of country and mentioned “With
the economically attractive rate of the Rand
(ZAR) to INR, South Africa has increasingly
become an appealing proposition for Indian
tourists seeking a lucrative long haul holiday
destination. Since the South African product
quote comes in ZAR and not USD, Indian
travellers are able to buy more experiences and
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Neliswa Nkani,
Hub Head – MEISA, South African Tourism

activities for less money thus, making South
Africa a value-for-money destination.
A favorable exchange rate combined with
distinctive wildlife experiences, adrenalinepumping adventure activities, delectable food
and wine, locally inspired art and culture,
high-end shopping experiences and untouched
natural beauty and you have all the makings
for a memorable, value for money vacation!
Moreover - the 3, 4 and 5 starred properties, as
well as luxury accommodation in South Africa,
are more cost-effective than similar options in
the USA.”
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VISA FACILITIES

As part of its tie-up with VFS, South Africa
currently offers walk-in visa processing
centers in 9 key-market cities in India – New
Delhi, Gurgaon, Jaipur, Kolkata, Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Pune, Goa and Bangalore.
South Africa Tourism in India also working
closely with the Consulate General of South
Africa in Mumbai to introduce an updated
visa procedure. In an effort to ease visa
procedures, South Africa Tourism in India is
collaborating to accredit select travel agents
and tour operators to allow fast-tracking
visa applications from preferred partners. At
present, South Africa Tourism in India ensures
a quick turnaround time of 5-7 days which is a
lot shorter than some of our competitors.
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Switzerland

Switzerland - A natural paradise for Children.

C

laudio
Zemp,
Director,
India,
Switzerland Tourism shed light on
Switzerland Tourism as a family
destination and said “The Swiss Railways offer
what must be one of the World’s most generous
family tickets. Children under 16 travel free of
charge on public transport when accompanied
by at least one parent holding a Swiss Travel
Pass. The complimentary Swiss Family Card
is available on request from all Swiss Travel
System points-of-sale worldwide and within
Switzerland.
With it, the whole family (including
parents) can also enjoy free of charge mountain

Stoos. Kids go free on all remaining mountain
excursions, including top sellers Jungfraujoch,
Titlis, Glacier 3000 and Matterhorn Glacier
Paradise, if travelling with parents who hold
a valid ticket.
Additionally, the whole family can enjoy
free entry into a vast array of attractions
such as Chillon Castle in Montreux, Olympic
Museum in Lausanne, Fifa Museum in Zurich
or the UNESCO World Heritage in St. Gallen.
The Swiss Travel Pass lets families explore the
best of Switzerland while keeping the expenses
in check.
The beauty of spending time in Switzerland

Claudio Zemp
Director, India, Switzerland Tourism

VISA FACILITIES

excursions to Rigi, Stanserhorn, Schilthorn
or take the steepest funicular in the world to

April 2019

with your family is relaxed and safe
environment. An afternoon spent at one of
our pristine lakes, exploring the beautiful
scenery on a leisurely hike or goofing around
in an adventure park all create memories of a
lifetime.
Don’t forget to download our ‘Family Trips’
app. Find your ideal family adventures from
more than 1,000 excursion ideas throughout
Switzerland. ‘Family Trips’ – available as an
app for iPads, iPhones, Android smartphones
and Windows – will suggest a wealth of fun
days out for the whole family. It also suggests
family-friendly accommodation suitable for
your next holiday.”

Guests can apply in 13 VFS centres across the
country and usually get passports back within
a week. However, it is recommended to apply
as early as possible.

trendy travel trade with food & shop
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Cover Story

Taiwan

Expect one of Asia’s friendliest welcomes to a beautiful island of spectacular
countryside, lovely clean air, fascinating culture and surprises galore!

R

itushri Dhankher, Representative – India,
Taiwan Tourism Bureau shared about
Taiwan as a family destination and said
“Bring your family to beautiful Eastern Taiwan
to explore Taitung County which is renowned
for its picturesque mountains, pristine coastline,
lush countryside and clean air. It’s also home
to one of Taiwan’s most popular and colourful
annual events, the Taiwan International Balloon
Festival, 29 June – 12 August 2019.
Set on a spectacular grassy hillside about
30km northwest of Taitung, the event sees top
balloon teams gather from all over the world
and features imaginative balloon shapes such as
fun cartoon characters and animals. Visitors can
watch the balloons being assembled and even
take off into the sky aboard a tethered balloon
for free. In the evening the balloons glow and
pulse for a brilliant illumination show featuring
music performances and fireworks displays.
After enjoying the balloons, sample Taiwan’s
incredibly soothing natural hot springs at the
nearby Taitung Toyugi Hot Spring. As well as
large indoor and outdoor hot springs, you can
relax in saunas, steam rooms and there’s also a
kids’ swimming pool for a soaking good time!”
“In terms of Asia, Taiwan is mid to low
price range holiday destination. It’s certainly
a much more affordable destination than Hong
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VISA FACILITIES

Ritushri Dhankher
Representative – India, Taiwan Tourism Bureau

Kong, Japan or Singapore. We have great value
accommodation and dining (especially our
world-renowned street food), and excellent
public transport – including a high-speed rail
for longer distances. The Taiwanese dollar is
equal to Rupees 2.3 only. So, your shopping and
sightseeing experiences are also cost-effective.”
Ms. Dhankher added with respect to the costeffectiveness.
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1. Individual E-Visa (No visa fee) - To be
eligible for an ROC Travel Authorization
Certificate that can be done online with NO
visa fee and granting entry into Taiwan,
- The applicant’s passport must have a
remaining validity of at least six months
starting from the date of arrival in Taiwan
- The applicant possesses a valid entry visa
that has expired less than 10 years prior to the
date of arrival in Taiwan issued by Australia,
Canada, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, any
of EU and Schengen countries, the United
Kingdom, or the United States
- This is a 5-10 minutes process and the visa
is done
2. Group VISA (No visa fee) - If a group has
over 5 tourists as one group, they need to fill
in a single form with the names of everyone
in the group along with their passport scans
and forward the same to us at TTB India. We
shall validate this group and send the details
to TTB HQ, who will then generate an e-code
for the group. This e-code needs to be used by
the travelling group for their visa certification
at Immigration.
3. Individual Normal visa: If the applicant has
had no valid visa certification from the abovementioned countries, then he/she has to apply
in person at TECC (Delhi or Chennai only)
with all valid documents. They need to pay
INR 3,500 for a Single entry visa and normally
it takes 2-4 days for the visa to process.
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Cover Story

Thailand

Amazing Thailand has something to offer for everyone, this is what makes it a
great family fun destination.

I

sra Stapanaseth - Director, Tourism
Authority of Thailand share about Thailand
tourism and said “Amazing Thailand
has a lot to offer for family holidays from
shopping options, theme parks, golf course,
spas, attractions for children, etc. May to July
is a good time to visit as many schools have
their summer holidays. Also, it is a great time
to visit the beaches and enjoy water sports
and activities. Bangkok alone has loads of
activities for children. From ‘edutainment’
venues for children to learn while they play
to exciting theme parks, games arcades and
exciting outdoor attractions, there is something
for every type of child. You can even surf in
Bangkok! Truly, there is just as much fun and

adventure for the little ones as for the parents,
and the possibilities are endless. Father can
play golf, the mother can go shopping and
children enjoy the theme parks. Beaches to be
enjoyed by the whole family and spend quality
time together.”
“Thailand provides affordable luxury and
gives accommodation options from luxury to
low budget hotels and resorts. There are many
places close to Bangkok that can be visited
for family holidays, by road hence reducing
holiday costs. Some of the popular attractions
for children in Bangkok and around are Siam
Ocean World, Safari World, Madam Tussauds,
Art in Paradise, Siam Niramit Show, etc.”
Stapanaseth added.

Isra Stapanaseth
Director, Tourism Authority of Thailand

VISA FACILITIES

Thailand provides Visa on arrival facility for
a tourist visa for Indians, which is free till 30
April. Apart from this one may take the e-visa
or apply for the same thru Thailand VFS
counter.

April 2019
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Escape

A Treat for
all Senses

From the incredible scattering of
islands in Europe’s largest archipelago
to the hilly countryside of Finnish
Lapland, the landscape of Finland is a
pristine paradise for nature lovers.
• Tarsh Sharma

F

inland is a country full of extremes with
four beautiful seasons and four distinct
regions that include the Helsinki capital
region, Lapland, Lakeland and the Archipelago.

Finland is a year-round destination where you
can enjoy anything from a weekend city break
to a longer stay in a ski resort or a cozy cottage.
The things that make Finland special are

Helsinki

the home to the Helsinki-Vantaa international
airport. Vantaa is a travel hub and more: Finnish
Science Centre Heureka is fascinating for people
of all ages, and after some brain food, a visit to
Jumbo shopping centre and the adjacent Flamingo
spa world might be in order.

Helsinki, the capital of Finland, is a vibrant
seaside city of beautiful islands and great green
parks.
Finland’s capital, Helsinki, together with its
neighbouring cities of Espoo and Vantaa, is the
biggest urban concentration in the country, with a
combined population of about a million. Located
within the Helsinki region are also the historical
cities of Porvoo and Tuusula.

closely related to nature and well-being. There
is also a great, up-and-coming urban scene that
beats to a drum of its own.

Located about an hour or so away from
Helsinki are the charming and historical towns
of Porvoo and Loviisa as well as Lake Tuusula.
Porvoo is famous for its charming Old Town
that dates back to the Middle Ages and is filled

Helsinki is a compact city easily explored on
foot. Design, architecture, culture and shopping
are all great exploration angles and large park
areas, forests, lakes, and the coastline with
numerous islands sprinkled off it make certain
there’s no shortage of natural presence.
Near to Helsinki are the cities of Espoo and
Vantaa. Espoo is the second largest city in Finland
population-wise and it provides many interesting
sights and activities from museums and shopping
to the famous Nuuksio national park. Vantaa is

with adorable cafés, restaurants and handicraft
boutiques. Nearby Loviisa is similarly beautiful
with the Old Town, the Strömfors Iron Works and
the Svartholma Sea Fortress being key sights.
Lake Tuusula, located only half an hour from
Helsinki and 15 minutes from Helsinki-Vantaa
airport, is like experiencing the whole of Finland
in miniature with tranquil and historical lakeside
views.
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Lapland
Contrasts are a key factor in the allure of Finnish
Lapland where 24-hour sunlight in the summer
replaces the dark winter days colored by the
northern lights.
In Lapland, you can experience not four but
in fact eight distinctive seasons. From warm
summers filled with around-the-clock light to
frosty winter days when the sun refuses to rise
above the horizon and nights lit by the magical
Northern Lights.
Lapland is home to perhaps the most wellknown Finn – Santa Claus himself. Originally
from Korvatunturi, a remote fell in Eastern
Lapland near the Russian border, Santa now lives
in Rovaniemi and can be met all year round. He
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has received over 17 million letters from all over
the world since 1985. Santa couldn't do his job
without his trusty reindeer. There are as many
reindeer as people in Lapland, and any drive
might be often interrupted by a herd of reindeer
crossing the road.
This northernmost part of the EU has a
number of outdoor resorts just minutes away
from the peace and quiet of the wilderness. They
offer unique possibilities for any kind of skiing
and cycling in addition to many other outdoor
activities. Lapland's winter tempts you to try
out snowmobiling or sledding, while snow-free
seasons are popular among hikers. During the
summer and autumn, you can pick your meal
straight from the wild, as the Lappish wilderness
is bursting with wild herbs, mushrooms and

berries, including famous cloudberries. These
bright orange berries, mostly found on swamps,
are a true northern superfood.
One of the minority languages in Finland
is Sámi, a group of languages spoken by the
indigenous Sámi people. Their cultural region,
Sápmi, covers the extreme north of Europe,
including the municipalities of Enontekiö,
Utsjoki, Inari and northern Sodankylä in the
northern part of Finnish Lapland. Utsjoki is the
only municipality with a Sámi majority, while the
municipality of Inari has four official languages:
Finnish, Skolt Sámi, Northern Sámi and Inari
Sámi. Inari is also home to Sámi Cultural Centre
Sajos and Siida, the National Museum of the
Finnish Sámi.
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Kuusamo & Ruka

are the recipes for a relaxing holiday!

Ruka is located in Kuusamo, Eastern Lapland,
and is reachable through good travel connections.

Winter

Renowned for its natural beauty, a region
of fells and forests in an almost untouched
wilderness adorned by lakes, rivers and rapids,
Kuusamo is one of Finland’s major holiday
destinations, attracting almost a million tourists
annually. The Ruka and Kuusamo area gets the
most snow in all of Finland, a country wellknown for its snow.

Exotic winter activities like Aurora-hunting
on snowshoes, snowmobiles or dogsleds tour,
skating, ice fishing, snow golfing, reindeer rides,
ice swimming, ice climbing and ice carting.
Summer
When the snow melts and summer arrives, it’s

time for fishing and hiking, paddling and shooting
the rapids, golfing, mountain biking and safari
adventures on foot or on horseback.
Autumn
In the autumn, soaking up the wonders of nature
– first and foremost the incredible autumn leaf
colour – is the thing to do out in the fresh and
crisp air.

The Kuusamo region is the most popular
nature tourism destination in Finland. With a
wide selection of programme services, there
are plenty of things to do from visits to reindeer
farms to soaking in the spas.
Every visit to Ruka and Kuusamo is the
beginning of a new adventure. Explore the RukaKuusamo region and its nature where unique
experiences come to life to the rhythm of the
changing seasons. Europe’s last wilderness,
national parks and the cleanest air in the world
combined with good skiing, local traditions,
sauna, wild food and services in the high standard

world for families. In all
the planning and development of area, we always
keep families and children
in mind.

Kimmo Rautiainen, Sales
Director, International Sales,
Ruka-Kuusamo Matkailu,
Ruka-Kuusamo Tourist
Association

Ruka Kuusamo target is
to be the best place in the
24

First of all Ruka Village had been built in such
way so that the whole
parking area is under the
village. This gives much
more space for pedestrians
and services in the village,
the whole Ruka Village is
also very safe for families
and children as there is no
traffic.
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We have amazing Rosa
& Rudolf Family Park,
where the whole family
can spend a day and enjoy
different kinds of activities. In the summer time
we have a summer sledge
track coming down the
Ruka Mountain just in
from the Ruka Village.
We have plenty of family rooms also for the big
families, children’s play
areas, families can do
Reindeer sledge riding as
well as husky safaris. We
also have children’s ski

schools from the beginners
to already experienced
skiers.
In Kuusamo we have
Holiday Club Tropiikki
hotel/spa, which is actually
owned by Indians. They
have a huge capacity to
accommodate guests and
amazing Spa area, where
you can easily spend a
whole day and enjoy different kinds of treatments.
They also have Angry
Birds Activity Park and
plenty of other playrooms
for families and children.
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Lakeland
Finland's Lakeland region is a blue labyrinth of
lakes, islands, rivers and canals, interspersed
with forests and ridges.
Lakeland area has earned Finland its
reputation as the land of thousands of lakes,
and is an ideal holiday destination, whether
you long for the peace of the countryside and
a clean environment, an adventure amidst the
lakes, rivers and forests, or want to get to know
a different European culture, with its countryside
traditions and lovely small towns.
If you looking for something new away
from the stresses and strains of city life, you’ll
find it in the Finnish Lakeland. In addition to
the thousands of clear lakes and blue waters, the
region is famous for beautiful summer cottages,
lakeside saunas and inland cruises. The region is
a great place for water activities, like kayaking
and boating, as well as swimming and fishing.

Coast and Archipelago

key characteristics of this
fascinating area. Finland’s
capital, Helsinki, has also
held onto its maritime charm.
Beaches, handicraft markets,
small-town events, cafes and
village shops – Finnish coastal
towns are especially alive in
the summer months. Finland
holds seven UNESCO World
Heritage sites of which three
can be experienced in the
coastal area.

Finland’s coast boasts the world’s largest
archipelago filled with old wooden towns,
lighthouses and historical manors.
Finland’s coast boasts the world’s
largest archipelago. Old wooden towns,
lighthouses, historical manors and stone
churches, large national parks stretching
over land and sea – this all sums up coastal
Finland in a nutshell.
The laid-back islander lifestyle
and a strong maritime culture are

winters and warm, lightfilled summers, Finland offers a number of fascinating
contrasts. Finland stands out
as a travel destination with
its vast green forests, beautiful Baltic Sea islands, arctic
fells, compact design filled
cities and thousands of blue
lakes.
Teemu Ahola, Account Manager, Asia, Business Finland
Oy – Visit Finland

Many travellers choose to
visit Finland because of our
uniquely peaceful nature
and tranquility. With snowy
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Pure nature is a part of
life in Finland. We Finns go
outdoors in any weather and
spend a great deal of time
in nature in general. UN
ranked Finland this year, for
the second time in a row, as

the happiest country in the
world – thanks to our close
relation to nature! Finland
has the cleanest air and the
purest lake water in Europe.
There are in total 188 000
lakes in Finland, 500 000
summer houses and nearly
3 million saunas! Sweating
out the stress in the sauna
with regular cooling dips
in the lake is the ultimate
way to purify both body and
mind. We Finns believe that
there is nothing sauna can’t
heal!
During the summertime,

the sun does not set at all in
Finland. In the very northernmost parts of Finnish
Lapland, the sun does not
set for 70 consecutive days
from May to August. The
Midnight sun is one of the
most iconic Finnish natural
phenomena. For Finns, the
sun is not about the heat but
it’s about light! The Midnight Sun extends your day
with those extra hours which
you can spend for example
for wandering in nature or
just simply enjoy the street
life in the city in never-ending beautiful sunset.
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NTO Update

T10 Cricket League in Abu Dhabi
Zayed Cricket Stadium, Abu Dhabi, will be the new home of T10 cricket for the next five years,
starting with the 2019 season.

A

bu Dhabi Cricket (ADC), in partnership
with Abu Dhabi Sports Council (ADSC)
and the Department of Culture and Tourism Abu Dhabi (DCT Abu Dhabi), has signed a
five year agreement with the organisers of the T10
Cricket League. The shortest form of the game
will now be played exclusively at Zayed Cricket
Stadium.
To announce the arrival of this exciting new
inter-governmental partnership, ADC, ADSC and
DCT Abu Dhabi organised a T10 match on the
seafront of Abu Dhabi's iconic Corniche, with T10
aces Colin Ingram, Andre Fletcher and Luke Ronchi having a bat on the beach.
His Excellency Saif Saeed Ghobash, Undersecretary of DCT Abu Dhabi, said: "This announcement is fantastic news for Abu Dhabi. Our city is a
major global hub with a huge variety of attractions
that cater to people of all ages and backgrounds,
and the T10 tournament's presence the city for the
next five years represents an exciting opportunity
to attract even more visitors from around the globe,
especially those from India who represent one of
DCT Abu Dhabi's key markets.
"The signing of this agreement shows the level
of cross-government support which is implemented

in Abu Dhabi, hence we can celebrate how both
ADSC and DCT Abu Dhabi are able to continue to
collaborate in attracting major events to the emirate.
"DCT Abu Dhabi is keen to broaden the appeal
of the emirate to as wide a demographic as possible
and this agreement will help us reach out to many
more potential visitors who can come and discover
our extraordinary destination for themselves."
"T10 is fast, punchy, exciting cricket, making it
perfect viewing for those of us living in the UAE,"
said His Excellency Aref Al Awani, General Secretary of Abu Dhabi Sports Council. "The decision
to host T10 in Abu Dhabi is a fitting demonstration
of our strategic investments in sporting infrastructure, such as training facilities and match stadiums
which we've been making over recent years. T10
will bring the latest edge to a city known for its
sporting credentials, from Formula 1, to the AFC
Asian Cup and the Special Olympics World Games.
"Through bringing T10 to the capital of the nation, we hope cricket's sporting potential can reach
more audiences and introduce more players, young
and old, to both cricket and to the wider forms of
sport available in Abu Dhabi," Al Awani concluded.
T10, in which only 120 balls are played in a

fast-paced 90 minute game, was first introduced
to the UAE in 2017. With eight squads vying for
victory in games with an explosive pace, players
featured have included Chris Gayle, Shoaib Malik,
Shane Watson and Pakistan captain Sarfraz Ahmed.
Shaji Ul Mulk, Innovator and Chairman of the
T10 League, said: "T10 has landed onto the global
cricket scene, and this combined partnership with
Abu Dhabi Sports Council, DCT Abu Dhabi and
Abu Dhabi Cricket gives T10 a major boost in
establishing itself as a credible international form
of the game. We are very pleased to be moving
to Zayed Cricket Stadium, as we take one of the
world's most exciting sporting cities by storm. The
third season of T10 cricket will allow over 100,000
fans the chance to see some of the biggest names
in cricket battle it out on the pitch over 90 fast
minutes of action.
"My thanks to both ADSC and DCT Abu Dhabi
for their support of the T10 league. I'm excited to
see the tournament in its new home of Abu Dhabi,
cementing the city's reputation as a central destination for cricket lovers worldwide."
The first match of the T10 League 2019 will be
on 23 October 2019. Tickets and hospitality information will be announced soon.

Witness Midburn Festival in Israel
Burning Man’s Israeli offshoot, Midburn is a special 5-day festival held in
the Negev Desert around May – June every year.

I

t is the second largest regional Burning Man after Africa Burns where, for 6 days, a temporary
city is set up creating a platform for communal
life style, creativity, art and self-expression. Unlike
a typical music festival with big acts, one can camp
in the desert that host parties and in the center of the
playa are incredible art displays and a huge temple
that is burned on the final night. This year, Midburn
will be held between June 4 through 9, 2019.
This summer, Israel will also host some of the
biggest names of Rock genre like Bon Jovi, Slash
and Air Supply. Air Supply, the soft-rock duo of the
80s, Graham Russell and Russell Hitchcock are set
to tour Israel to play at the Caesarea Amphitheater
on May 16, 2019. The show will be a rock extravaganza featuring popular hits like ‘Making Love Out
of Nothing At All’ and ‘I’m All Out of Love’.
Watch the iconic guitarist Slash of Guns N'
Roses fame, live in Israel at the Tel Aviv Fair
Grounds on July 9, 2019. Slash along with Myles
Kennedy, lead vocalist of Alter Bridge and The
Conspiratorswill perform as part of the promotional
tour for their latest album, ‘Living the Dream’.
Legendary rock singer Bon Jovi is also set to
make appearance in Tel Aviv on July 25, 2019 as
part of the band’s European tour ‘This House is Not
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For Sale' starting spring 2019. Jon Bon Jovi,
aged 56 announced the concert in a video encouraging his fans to join him at the HaYarkon Park in
Tel Aviv. The American rock band formed in 1983
has released 13 studio albums, six compilations
and three live albums, selling more than 100 million records worldwide. With 2700 concerts in
over 50 countries across the globe, Bon Jovi were
inducted into the US Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
last year.
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NTO Update

Seychelles Tourism: Global Advertising Campaign
Seychelles Tourism Board (STB) has launched its global advertising campaign film that will be
showcased across traditional and digital mediums in the India market. The film is a first of its
kind initiative of Seychelles Tourism Board, India Office and is directed and developed by digital
content creators –TheVibe. The film captures the essence of Seychelles and highlights diverse
aspects of the destination.

S

eychelles being a popular destination
for island hopping, the video begins
with mesmerizing aerial views of the
main islands of Mahé, Praslin and La Digue
and highlighting the world’s most photographed beach Anse Source D’Argent known
for its beautiful granitic boulders. Moving on
from the views of powdery soft sand and clear
blue waters, it takes the viewers through the
journey of a young couple enjoying various
adventure activities on their romantic vacation. The video combines homogenously a

series of ideal activities to be available while
on the island including cycling on the sandy
beaches and self-driving to get some private
moments, trekking and hiking on the island
pathways to savour the delights of the country’s pristine environment. It also subtly mixes
luxurious and accessible activities such as
thrilling helicopter ride to capture some scenic
views, relishing local cuisine, sailing on a
luxury yacht along with indulging in exciting
water activities and stealing some romantic
moments while relaxing on the beach; all of

this showcasing an ideal and adventurous
honeymoon in paradise.

India a source market for Singapore
For the fourth time in a row, Singapore welcomed more than one million Indian travelers in
2018, reinforcing it as one of the most preferred destinations for Indian outbound travel.

T

he Singapore Tourism Board (STB)
announced that India retained its third
position, after China and Indonesia, as a
Visitors Arrival (VA) source market for Singapore,
having first gaining that spot in 2017. It recorded
the second highest growth at 13%, after USA
(14%).
While key metro cities like Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi and Mumbai continue to contribute the
highest number of visitors to Singapore - 498,000
travelers in 2018, a year-on-year (YOY) increase
of 8%, STB’s efforts to engage other key metros
and secondary cities resulted in them providing
good growth in visitorship. These cities, including
Hyderabad, Kolkata Pune, Amritsar, Coimbatore
and Visakhapatnam contributed 253,000 travelers
in 2018, a YOY growth of 12%.
Singapore received 160,000 cruise holiday

makers from India in 2018, a 27% YOY increase,
making India remain as the top cruise travel source
market for Singapore. Up till third quarter 2018,
Singapore had welcomed two million BTMICE
global visitors, a 14% YOY increase. From India,
Singapore continued to draw a high number of
meetings & incentive (M&I) travel groups in 2018,
including from prominent corporates like Amway
India and Voltas.
The year 2018 was an eventful year for STB
in the Indian market. It promoted the destination
brand “Passion Made Possible” vigorously and
presented Singapore’s diverse offerings to audiences across India - families, early & established
careers, cruise travellers, meetings and incentive
groups and travellers from Tier 2 & 3 cities. It
embarked on several creative consumer engagement initiatives like the first-ever English music

video collaboration by an international tourism
agency in India with Vh1, marketing partnerships
with high consumer-touch brands Paytm and Ola
and a music promotional association with Maestro
Ilaiyaraaja targeting the South India market. The
STB also undertook intensive travel trade outreach
efforts across 21 cities to connect with travel intermediaries promoting Singapore holidays.

Experience Magical Floral Fantasy in Taiwan
Come 30 March to 19 May, travellers to Taiwan can immerse themselves in a magical floral
fantasy as millions of Tung blossoms burst into full bloom, carpeting the hills and fields in the
countryside in a vast sea of white.

D

uring the Tung Blossom Festival, visitors can enjoy viewing tours around the
Hakka village and take part in a grand
ceremony conducted by the Council for Hakka
Affairs to worship the three Mountain Gods,
who are the people’s guardian spirits. The ceremony not only offers thanks and respect to the
mountains and forests, but also serves to encour-
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age the people, exhorting them to respect the
law, be solemn and holy, devout in their prayers
and cherish the roots of their culture.
Once an important cash crop for the Hakka
people,tung trees were widely planted in the
mountainous regions in the Hakka area, bringing
many economic opportunities to local communities. The Hakka people,who lived a simple,

hardworking life nurtured by ancient wisdoms
passed to them by their ancestors, would extract
tung tree oil from seeds and use its wood as a
basic material in producing consumer goods.The
tree has helped many afamily make ends meet,
and is thus the main reason that the Hakka have
a deep, heartfelt gratitude forit, the mountains
and nature in general.
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High-Tech

Must have apps for your DIY Travel Plans
Rejuvenation of the soul undoubtedly remains an important part of one’s life and it is the need
of the soul to feel refreshed. And whilst talking about refreshment, there’s no other option that
gets better than Traveling.

I

f you are planning for a journey soon, check
out these apps which will inspire you to DIY
Travel Plans

1. Zoomcar
Whether you need to run around the town or
want to go out of station for a weekend, opt for
self drive cars which will helps your journey to
maintain its consistency. All you have to do is
just pre-book you vehicle and it will be delivered
at your requisite location. Zoomcar has got its
services in 24 Cities in India, and the pride of
power and freedom. The feeling that I can go
anywhere I want at any time is exhilarating.

2. Amazon Prime Music
Travelling and music go hand in hand. It is,
without any second thought, the best feeling of
traveling and listening to the finest music. Amazon Music provides a quick access with the best
picks & Top playlist to enjoy your trip without
any interruption.
3. Cleartrip
Reached the destination but still planning how
to go ahead? Simply ask Cleartrip to know about
the must-visit places
and activities to do.
The ‘Local’ option
on the App educates
the traveller about
the cultural and
social implications,
different sightseeing options of the
requisite region.
The app helps you
to strategize your
itinerary and indulge
yourself in the
immersive culture.
Save every bit of
time and invest more
energy into activities
by exploring your
vicinity.

Rooms, choose from over 100 beautiful homes
built for an ecstatic travel and life experience.
Vista Rooms brings to you the best scenic and
serene properties for a tranquil stay at various
destinations within India.
5. Nearby.com
Now satiate your basic requirements by not
going far. Exploring a new city? Just blend in
perfectly like a City Local through the Nearbuy
App which assists you to identify the best Cafés,
Eatouts, Salons, Gyms. This app helps you to
stay connected with the city and its
hustle – bustle.

4. Vista Rooms
Stay is an integral
part of any journey
and you can very
well through Vista
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Colours of various Culture
One of the most exceptional ways to experience the different roles of a city's urban
space is through traditional festivals, rooted in local cultures presented through
different clothing, culinary arts, dances and other arts.

• Tarsh Sharma

F

estivals have proven to gather millions of people from around the world
partying, drinking and having the time of their lives. Experience life the way it should be
lived. Here are the most famous festivals of the month of May from all over the world.

Cheung Chau Bun Festival, Cheung Chau Island,
HONG KONG
WHEN: 9-13 May
The Cheung Chau Bun Festival falls on the fifth to the ninth days of the fourth lunar month.
Every year, the people of Cheung Chau get busy making papier-mâché effigies of deities,
preparing costumes, baking buns and building a bamboo tower. They’re preparing for the
thousands of people that will soon descend upon their tiny island.
For the locals, this is the continuation of their customs. The Islanders have a strong sense of
community and those who have left to work elsewhere will return for this celebration. For
the thousands who crowd the ferry boats to the erstwhile pirate haven, this is the spectacular
Cheung Chau Bun Festival. The weeklong event includes Taoist ceremonies and music, a
parade, lion dances, drum beating and an exciting Bun Scrambling Competition.

Waisak, Java, INDONESIA
WHEN: 19 May
Thousands of Buddhist followers and monks joined a ritual, meditative
procession on Tuesday from Mendut Temple to Borobudur Temple in
Magelang, Central Java, to celebrate Waisak (Vesak) that marks the birth,
enlightenment and death of Gautama Buddha.
The participants, which included Buddhists and monks from countries
abroad, chanted an adoration to Buddha during the 3-kilometer procession
as part of the Tri Suci Waisak celebration.
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Hamamatsu Kite Festival,
Hamamatsu, JAPAN
WHEN: 3-5 May 2019
During the first week of May, the Great Sand
Dune in Hamamatsu is transformed into an
ancient battlefield.
Knots of excited men and women huddle around
devices like engines of war. They are uniformed
in happi coats and fly their colors above. Each
group has its own drum and bugle corps, and the
air is thick with rumble and blast.
Not far away, in the cool shadows of the
Hamamatsu Festival Museum, the fallen of years
past -- charred ends of kite strings -- rest next to
plaques that illustrate techniques for capturing
your opponent's string and burning through it
with the heat of friction.

Cinco de Mayo, Puebla,
MEXICO
WHEN: 5 May 2019
Cinco de Mayo has come to represent a lot
of things in the United States, from public
demonstrations of Mexican-American pride to
massive fiestas sponsored by beer and tequila
companies. Colorful parades, street fairs, art
exhibitions, and margarita-themed bar nights
can be found in scores of cities nationwide.
In Mexico, Cinco de Mayo is a lower-key
affair, unless you happen to be in Puebla.
Here, visitors and locals alike can enjoy a
month’s worth of diverse events, starting in
mid-April. This includes the huge calendar of
activities and performances scheduled as part
of the annual Feria de Puebla and the Festival
International 5 de Mayo.

Bergen International Festival,
Bergen, NORWAY
WHEN: 22 May- 5 June 2019
Norway‘s multi-arts event is firmly established
in the northern European art scene, attracting
around 80,000 visitors each year. Over 15 days
around 200 events are hosted by 15 different
venues, spanning music, theatre, dance, opera
and visual art. Plus, it all takes place in the laid
back harbour town of Bergen that’s known as
the City of Seven Mountains and Seven Fjords,
due to its spectacular natural surroundings.

April 2019
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Help! When you need it the most…
Having a grandchild is one of the most special feelings that one can ever experience.

M

rs. Manisha Mahesh Thakur’s happiness knew no bounds when she came
to know that her daughter was expecting. Mrs. Thakur, accompanied with her husband travelled to Sweden to witness this special
moment. Little did she know that the excitement
of meeting her pregnant daughter would turn into
anguish in the days to come.
In just 3 days from her arrival at Sweden,
Mrs. Manisha Thakur was struck with fever and
had to be admitted immediately due to vomiting,
extreme pain and fatigue. Upon evaluation, she
was diagnosed with Urosepsis, a severe urinary
infection. However, Mr. and Mrs. Thakur were
at ease because they had availed for travel as-
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sistance and insurance services from TrawellTag
Cover-More before travelling. The emergency
assistance team immediately plunged in and
took care of the co-ordination with hospital
for procuring all the required invoices and the
underwriter for handling the financial aspects of
the procedure.
Mrs. Manisha Mahesh Thakur returned back
to India, with the happiness of not only meeting
her grandchild but also relieved that her medical emergency abroad did not bog them down
financially.
We don't want to just meet your expectations;
we want to repeatedly exceed them!
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I thought my leisure trip will turn into a
nightmare when I was in severe pain due to an
infection but, TrawellTag Cover-More’s immediate assistance during my ordeal was the most
pleasant encounter of my trip
Mrs. Manisha Mahesh Thakur
(TrawellTag Cover-More Happy Customer)
We believe that our customers trip and vacations should be truly unforgettable and memorable. TrawellTag Cover-More has always ensured
that our promises to customers are served with
utmost efficiency and credibility.
Mrs. Anuja Joshi
Owner, Krish Holidays, Mumbai

April 2019
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SERVICES AVAILABLE

•

DOMESTIC / INTERNATIONAL AIR TICKETING

Simplifying TRAVEL

Very special fares for all Domestic and
International sectors
•

DOMESTIC / INTERNATIONAL TOURS

TRAVEL SOLUTIONS THAT WORKS
FOR YOU AND YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.

All inclusive Tours and Tailor made Packages
•

WORLDWIDE HOTEL
From Budgeted to super luxury accommodation

•

CORPORATE TRAVEL / MICE
For corporate meetings, business travels, gettogethers, incentive tours and training programs

•

GROUP TOURS / FIX DEPARTURES

•

•

destination to another for Leisure,
family holidays or on business? Do
you or your family, friends, employees
regularly tie your shoes to run the

RGD offers Domestic to International
destinations within your budget and
handling all your travel needs from
ticketing to accommodation, car

length and breadth of the country on

hire to transfers, Visa to money

(Specializes in Students & Sr. Citizen groups)

work and Leisure? Are you looking for

exchange, RGD is one stop travel

CAR HIRE

perfect

solution company for all your travel

From budgeted Indica to attractive Mercedes for

handling of your travel plans? Then

local and outstation destinations

you’re on right track on to the experts.

VISAS / MONEY EXCHANGE

From Leisure travel,

All your visas formalities and exchanging your

business travel, RGD makes travel

foreign currency

easy, convenient, affordable, and a

custom travel package for you.

INBOUND TOURS

relaxing affair!

Call us – 99535 89890 / 4742 0000

Fixed departure group tours for all age groups

•

Do you often hop on and off from one

planning

and

errorless

Holidays,

needs. We are also having loads of
packages to accommodate almost any
need, or you can let us create a

International travelers to show beautiful INDIA
and beyond

202 & 207 Suchet Chambers, 1224/5 Bank Street, Karol Bagh, New Delhi – 110005 INDIA
Tel: (011) 4742 0000 (Multiple Lines) | Handphone : 99535 89890 | 99535 89889
rgdgrandtours.com | yourindiatravel.com | rgdmice.in | rgdedutours.com | sutrafoundation.org
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AAI celebrates 24th Annual Day
Airports Authority of India (AAI), the mainstay of Civil Aviation in the Country celebrated its
24th Annual Day on 1st April, 2019 at Siri Fort Auditorium, New Delhi with full grandeur.

T

he celebration kick started with Ganesh
Vandana by Zenith Dance Group followed
by many other wonderful performances by
the group. After this, the stage was open for the
Musical extravaganza by Salim Sulaiman Merchant
and Band. Popular music composer duo performed
their famous compositions which regaled the audience present.
On the eve of 24th Annual Day, various awards
were given away to AAI Airports and Teams by Dr.
Guruprasad Mohapatra, Chairman, AAI. Four AAI
airports - Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel International Airport, Ahmedabad; Biju Patnaik International Airport,
Bhubaneswar; Chandigarh International Airport
and Devi Ahilya Bai Holkar International Airport, Indore Airport were awarded Airport Service
Quality Awards 2018. Customer Satisfaction Index
awards were also presented to Swami Vivekananda
International Airport, Raipur (1st Rank); Udaipur
Airport (2nd Rank) and Trichy International Airport
(3rd Rank).
Apart from this, various other awards like Chairman Excellence Award and Sports Award were also

presented on the occasion. The Engineering team
was awarded for development of Civil Enclave at
Prayagraj Airport in record time of eleven months.
GM(ATM) In-charge, Mumbai ATC & Team were
also appreciated and awarded for carrying out excellent work during the recent crisis period.
Swachh Bharat Award (Clean & Safe Airport

Awards) were also conferred to top two Airports
each in 03 categories. Kolkata and Chennai in 1st
Category; Chandigarh and Mangalore airport in
2nd Category; Vadodara and Mangalore in the 3rd
Category. Recruitment Cell Team was also awarded
for carrying out excellent work during recruitment.

Cathay Pacific collaborate with Pharma.Aero
Cathay Pacific has become a full member of Pharma.Aero, a cross-industry collaboration for
pharma shippers, CEIV-certified cargo communities, airport operators and other air cargo industry stakeholders.

C

athay Pacific has been CEIV Pharma
certified since October 2017. Pharma.
Aero, whose aim is to achieve excellence in the reliable, end-to-end air transportation and handling of high-value, time-sensitive

pharmaceutical products, announced Cathay
Pacific’s membership at the IATA World Cargo
Symposium in Singapore.
Pharmaceutical shipments travelling the corridor will be handled in strict compliance with

the IATA’s CEIV Pharma standard. Shippers will
be assured of seamless airport-to-airport (A2A)
temperature-controlled handling, assuring the
integrity of the shipments.

Rajesh Menon, Cathay Pacific Regional Head of Cargo for South Asia, Middle East and Africa
India and Bangladesh are both big markets for Cathay Pacific, especially when it comes to shipments
of pharmaceutical products. Hyderabad, Bangalore and Mumbai followed by Dhaka have always had
large number of pharma shipments and this continues to grow. United States, Canada and Australia
are key trade lanes for India and Bangladesh. Pharma LIFT is an important product and our handling
expertise is a key USP we provide to our agents. Collaborating with Pharma.Aero, this offering will
only become stronger to provide quality in the transportation and expert handling of valuable and
sensitive pharmaceutical products.

Nathan De Valck, Chairman of Pharma.Aero
We are excited about Cathay Pacific joining our collaboration group as a full member. Their active
involvement in the pilot of the pharma corridor project is a clear added value. In collaboration with
Pharma.Aero and our pharma shipper members, key performance indicators of the pharma corridor
will be clearly defined, targeting to set A2A pharma handling standards.
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Etihad Airways Summer Sale in India

Etihad Airways has unveiled a massive summer sale for guests travelling from India to
destinations in the United States and Australia.

A

vailable in both Economy and Business,
the sale allows guests to choose Etihad
Airways at special prices for bookings
made by 31 March 2019 for travel until 31 July
2019.
The offer gives travellers yet
another reason to enjoy Etihad Airways’ excellent connectivity to the
American cities of New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago and Washington
D.C as well as popular cities in
Australia, including Melbourne,
Sydney and Brisbane.
Etihad Airways’ guests travelling to the United States are
also able to pre-clear U.S. Immigration and Customs at Abu
Dhabi International Airport before
boarding their US-bound flights.
The first-of-its-kind in the Middle
East, the unique facility enables
international travellers to arrive as
domestic passengers in the USA
avoiding lengthy immigration and

customs formalities.
Guests can also enjoy a holiday within a holiday by extending their time with a two-night stay
in Abu Dhabi and exploring the city with the new

48-hour free UAE transit visa. For those flying
on an economy ticket, the first night’s accommodation is at a great rate and the second night’s
accommodation is on Etihad Airways. Business
Class guests will receive a free
night in a five-star hotel and those
flying First Class, will receive two
free nights’ accommodation. This
transit visa, available up on arrival
and applicable for guests with a
confirmed onward journey, is free
for the first 48 hours and extendable up to 96 hours at an extra
cost.
Etihad Airways currently offers 147 weekly flights from India
from the 10 Indian gateway cities
of Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Cochin, Delhi, Hyderabad,
Kolkata, Kozhikode, Mumbai and
Thiruvananthapuram. Guests can
avail the special prices via etihad.
com or book via their local travel
agents.

Flydubai marks start of flights to Uzbekistan
Flydubai inaugurated its new service from Dubai to Tashkent becoming the first carrier based
in the UAE to offer direct flights to Uzbekistan. The inaugural flight departed on 11 March
from Terminal 3, Dubai International (DXB) and was welcomed on arrival at Tashkent International Airport (TAS).

O

n board the inaugural flight was a senior
delegation from the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) led by H.E. Eng. Sultan bin Saeed
Al Mansoori, Minister of Economy in the UAE.
Trade delegation included the Dubai Chamber of
Commerce, other business entities and members
of the UAE media. On arrival at Tashkent, the
delegation was received by the Deputy Minister
of Investments and Foreign Trade of Uzbekistan
ShuhratVafaev and H.E. Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador of the UAE to Uzbekistan
Mohammed Al Mehairbi.
H.E. Eng. Sultan bin Saeed Al Mansoori, UAE
Minister of Economy, emphasized on the importance of this step, further pointing out that the
country maintains a leading position in the global
air transport map and serves as an important center
for enhancing global connectivity through its
sophisticated international airports and air carriers
with world-class reputation and a wide network of
destinations. He also stated that the civil aviation
sector continues to serve as a major pillar in the
vision adopted by the UAE, under the guidance
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of its leadership, to strengthen economic relations
and establish partnerships with various developing countries. This sector is also seen as one of
the main channels for increasing trade rates and
investments and enhancing tourism and cultural
exchange.
The inauguration of flydubai's direct route
between Dubai and Tashkent represents an important step in the move to reinforce economic and
trade ties between the two countries--expanding
the UAE's economic partnerships with the Central
Asian region and empowering the business community in both countries to intensify communication and visits, which helps create opportunities
like establishing projects and commercial exchanges that are mutually beneficial to both UAE and
Uzbekistan. Lastly, he commended flydubai's pioneering role in supporting the UAE's air link with
world-class and new destinations, which in turn,
will support the growth of the national economy.

“Uzbekistan is an important trade partner for the
UAE and the start of flights to Tashkent represents
a significant milestone in helping to strengthen
commercial ties between us. We are pleased to
be the first UAE carrier to launch direct flights
between Dubai and Tashkent, opening up another
underserved market in Central Asia and supporting Dubai’s vision of creating flows of travel and
trade.”

Commenting on the occasion, Ghaith Al
Ghaith, Chief Executive Officer of flydubai, said:
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Hahn Air Group welcomes ten new partners
Hahn Air announces a successful first quarter of 2019. The German airline and ticketing specialist already integrated ten new carriers into its global network of more than 350 air, rail and
shuttle partners by the end of March of this year.

A

mong the new partnerships, two are new
interline agreements. The flights of the Thai
low-cost airline Nok Air (DD) and of Precision Air (PW) from Tanzania can now be issued on
the insolvency-safe HR-169 ticket. Travel agents
can find and book their flights under the airlines’
own two-letter-codes in selected GDSs even in markets where the carriers are not members of the local
payment systems (BSPs).
In addition, eight new carriers joined the network of H1-Air partners of the global consolidation
service Hahn Air Systems. On behalf of the tour operator President Travel and Tours, four Nepalese carriers are now using the H1-Air product: Buddha Air
(U4), Himalaya Airlines (H9), Shree Airlines (N9),
and Yeti Airlines (YT). Moreover, AB Aviation (Y6)
from the Comoros Islands, Flair Airlines (F8) from
Canada, Skyway CR (LC) from Costa Rica and
Germania Flug (GM) from Switzerland opted for
the H1-Air solution. As a result, all eight carriers are
now available under the designator H1 in all major

GDSs. Over 100,000
travel agents in 190
markets can book
their flights and issue
them on the HR-169
ticket.
Finally, four
existing partners
extended their cooperation with Hahn
Air by entering into
a Dual Partnership
with the leading provider of distribution
services. The two
Kenyan carriers Five
Forty Aviation (5H)
and Fly-SAX (B5), as
well as JC Cambodia Airlines (QD) from Cambodia
and Air KBZ (K7) from Myanmar complemented
their interline agreements with the H1-Air product.

Travel agents can find their flights in selected GDSs
under the airlines’ own two-letter-codes but also
in all major GDSs worldwide under the Hahn Air
Systems H1 designator.

IndiGo Introduces 3 new Routes
Effective April 2019, IndiGo will operate its first flights between Chennai - Raipur, Hyderabad
- Gorakhpur and Kolkata – Gorakhpu.

I

ndiGo, India’s favourite
on-time performer, is further
enhancing its customer experience with the launch of 14 new
flights on its network. The country’s largest low-cost carrier has
introduced three new routes and
will operate its first flight between
Chennai - Raipur, Hyderabad - Gorakhpur and Kolkata – Gorakhpur.
The airline will also add flights
on its existing routes connecting,
Chennai - Trivandrum, Bengaluru
- Mangalore, Bengaluru - Udaipur
and Bengaluru - Chennai. All new
services will commence from April
2019.
Mr. William Boulter, Chief Commercial Officer, IndiGo
We are very excited to add 14 new flights to our network along with along with 3 new routes connecting Chennai, Raipur and Gorakhpur. IndiGo has completed 12 years of successful operations in
the India market as a low cost carrier, and adding new flights to its network will further augment the
connectivity that we aspire to provide to our customers. It is our constant endeavour to provide our
customers on-time, courteous and hassle-free service, and an affordable flying experience always.
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Lufthansa Group: Adjusted EBIT of EUR 2.8 billion
Lufthansa Group Adjusted EBIT for 2018 only slightly below prior year despite higher fuel and
one-off costs.

"2

018 was another successful year for
the Lufthansa Group in financial
terms,” says Carsten Spohr, Chairman
of the Executive Board & CEO of Deutsche Lufthansa AG. “We generated the second-best result
in the history of our company. This is a great
teamwork achievement by all the 135,000 people
who make up our group workforce.”
Total Group revenues for 2018 were a sixpercent increase on the previous year. Burdened
by the first-time application of the IFRS 15
accounting standard, total revenues were one
percent up on 2017, at EUR 35.8 billion. The Adjusted EBIT for the year of around EUR 2.8 billion was only slightly below the record EUR 3.0
billion of the previous year, despite an increase
of some EUR 850 million in fuel costs and EUR
518 million of expenses incurred through delays
and cancellations (up a substantial 70 percent
from the EUR 304 million of the prior year). In
addition, the Eurowings result was burdened by
some EUR 170 million one-off costs related to
the integration of parts of the former Air Berlin
fleet. Adjusted EBIT margin amounted to 7.9
percent (prior year: 8.3 percent). The net Group
result for the year declined slightly to EUR 2.2
billion (prior year: EUR 2.3 billion).
Adjusted EBIT was affected by a change in

the accounting of engine overhauls, which
increased Adjusted
EBIT for 2018 by
EUR 122 million and
decreased Adjusted
EBIT for 2017 by
EUR 4 million.
Without this accounting change, Adjusted
EBIT for 2018 would
have amounted to
EUR 2.7 billion.
Unit revenues adjusted for the first-time
adoption of IFRS 15 and currency effects
declined 0.5 percent for 2018 owing to lower
unit revenues at Eurowings. Unit revenues
were slightly above their prior-year level at the
Group’s Network Airlines, where higher unit
revenues on long-haul routes (over the North
Atlantic and to and from Asia) more than made
up for lower short-haul unit revenues, especially
in the second half of the year.
Profitable growth and cost reductions supported earnings trends. Unit costs adjusted for
fuel price and currency movements were 1.7 percent down from their 2017 level (or 1.2 percent
down excluding the change in the accounting of

engine overhauls). The Network Airlines made
an above-average contribution to the overall unit
cost reduction.
“For our customers, we want to be the best
airline group in Europe,” explains Carsten Spohr.
“At the same time, we are fully aware of maintaining sustainable business activities. This is
why we continue to invest in advanced, lownoise and fuel-efficient aircraft. The 40 state-ofthe-art long-haul planes that we ordered yesterday will replace the significantly less efficient
four-engined aircraft in our fleet. As a result, we
will have totally modernized our entire longhaul fleet by the mid-2020s.” The fuel savings
from this alone will amount to 500,000 tonnes a
year, equaling 1.5 million tonnes of less carbon
dioxide emissions.

“The Great Move”
The flag carrier airline Turkish Airlines is ready for the great change in Turkish aviation history.

T

he great move to Istanbul Airport will
begin on April 5 Friday night at 03:00. As
the greatest airport project of the world,
the first stage of the move towards Istanbul Airport
was back on October 29th, 2018.
Unique in the global aviation history, the moving operation will take 45 hours in total and it will
be concluded on April 6 Saturday night at 23:59. In
order to conclude the Great Move successfully according to prior plans, Atatürk Airport and Istanbul
Airport will be closed for all scheduled passenger
flights between 02:00 and 14:00 of April 6.
Turkish Airlines Chairman of the Board and
the Executive Committee, M. İlker Aycı stated the
following about this enormous operation; “The
biggest move of the aviation history will take
place. The combined size of the equipment we are
going to transfer would cover 33 football pitches.
After this great move, which will be watched by
the entire world, we will wake up to a new morning. It will be a morning, which the sun shining on
Turkish Aviation with the flights operated at Istanbul Airport. I convey my hopes that it will bring a
great fortune to both our country and company.”
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The farewell flight from Atatürk Airport is
determined as well
Hosting the rise of Turkey and Turkish Airlines
in the global aviation field, the last flight carrying passengers from Ataturk Airport will be the
Atatürk Airport – Singapore flight. After the move,
operations will start in Istanbul Airport on April 6
at 14:00. The first flight after the Great Move will
be the Istanbul Airport – Ankara Esenboğa Airport
flight. The number of flights from Istanbul Airport
will be increased in stages according to a set plan.

10 times. Over 1800 personnel will be working
during this great operation.
Airport Codes Are Changing
Following the first stage, the additional passenger
flights of the national flag carrier operated via
Istanbul Airport were listed with ISL code. After
the great move, IATA codes will change and after
April 6 at 03:00, Atatürk Airport’s IST code will be
given to Istanbul Airport. Atatürk Airport, which
will be hosting cargo and VIP passenger flights,
will use ISL code.

Freight worth of 5 thousand trucking rigs will
be moved
During the Great Move, equipment weighing approximately 47,300 tons will be carried to Istanbul
Airport from Atatürk Airport. From aircraft towing
apparatus weighing 44 tons to extremely sensitive
materials, over 10 thousand pieces of equipment
are equal to freight of 5 thousand trucking rigs.
The distance covered by the trucking rigs carrying
this load during 45 hours is calculated to be at 400
thousand kilometers. This is equal to circling Earth
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United Airlines and Rise Against Hunger India
unite to end world hunger
United Airlines, the global partner of Rise Against Hunger India (RAHI), has joined hands with
RAHI to pack 10,000 meals, for street kids and orphans. United Airlines has taken the initiative with Rise Against Hunger to package 2 million meals globally and this is their first initiative in India.

A

round 60 United Airlines employees
came together at DLF Cyber City office
of United Airlines to host their first meal
packaging volunteering event packaging 10,000
meals which will support street kids and children
from vulnerable communities in Delhi.
Under nutrition is one of the key issues plaguing
India today. It is estimated that about 25,000 children under the age of 18 live on the streets of Delhi.
According to the (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization, around 195 million people go hungry daily
in India with 1 in 4 children being malnourished.
This in turn results in kids begging on the streets to
earn their basic bread and butter.
United Airlines strongly believes in giving back
to the society and providing the communities with
necessary resources and welfare measures to help
them grow and flourish. In addition to sponsoring
and volunteering for meal packaging/distribution,
United Airlines was actively involved with emergency RAHI’s relief efforts in Kerala providing life-

saving meals and contributing towards their daily life
needs with funds to purchase
fishing nets and boats.
Representatives from
United Airlines’ global headquarters in Chicago USA
along with Rise Against
Hunger USA officials have
been visiting over the past
several day various organizations supported by their meal
packaging initiatives.
Dola Mohapatra, Executive Director, Rise Against
Hunger India said, “We are
grateful to be associated with United Airlines our
global partners for extending their support for the
vulnerable populations in India. The encouragement
and the enthusiasm of the Delhi-based employees to
pack these meals were heartwarming. We are also

glad that representatives of United Airlines were
able to visit and meet with direct recipients of our
meals and other efforts. There is nothing better than
seeing and experiencing how their support is making
a difference in the lives of children. ”

Virgin Atlantic new route to São Paulo, Brazil
Flying daily between London Heathrow and São Paulo Guarulhos International Airport, the 11
hr 55 min flight is Virgin Atlantic’s first foray into the South American continent.

T

he airline will operate a Boeing 787 aircraft boasting Virgin Atlantic’s Upper
Class, Premium and Economy Delight,
Classic and Light offering.
The new service aims to capitalise on
the fast-growing Brazilian economy, which
benefits from year-round transatlantic demand.
São Paulo is the commercial capital of Brazil
and one of the top 20 global economic cities;
it’s the largest city in the Americas (after New
York) for multinational companies to have offices, and provides a platform for Virgin Atlantic to broaden its offering to existing corporate
customers.
The booming tourism industry complements the lucrative business market – and Virgin Holidays intends to launch a full product
offering within Brazil for the first time. The
spectacular Iguaçu Falls and Amazon rainforest are easily accessible from São Paulo, and
convenient connections will open up other
iconic attractions such as Rio de Janeiro and
the beautiful beaches of Santa Catarina.
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Brazil’s position of being the number one
import and export country in South America
will also make São Paulo a popular cargo
route. With multiple tonnes of capacity each
day, Virgin Atlantic expects to carry regular
shipments of car parts, pharmaceuticals, food
and agricultural products.
Juha Jarvinen, Virgin Atlantic Executive
Vice President – Commercial, commented:
“2019 marks the start of a new phase of growth
for Virgin Atlantic as we work to become the
most loved travel company. São Paulo represents an incredible opportunity for our business, and we’re very excited to be flying to a
brand new continent for the first time. There
are a significant number of corporate customers, and multi-national businesses, located in
this Powerhouse of South America who can
now enjoy the Virgin Atlantic experience on
this busy international route.”
“But it’s not all about business – I’m also
thrilled to introduce an exciting new destination to our leisure customers. São Paulo boasts
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numerous cultural institutions such as the
Museu de Arte, has a rich architectural history, and acts as a gateway for leisure travel
within the rest of Brazil and beyond. This is a
prime opportunity for Virgin Holidays who are
busy securing a range of ancillary partners and
diverse accommodation options for those customers seeking a full-service holiday offering.”
Marcelo Álvaro Antônio, Ministry of Tourism - Brazil, added: “The increase of air connectivity is one of the priorities of the Government in order to make Brazil more competitive
in the global tourism scenario. This new flight
is a great achievement for our country.”
The airline also looks forward to becoming the founding member of a new, $13 billion
transatlantic joint venture with over 300 daily
transatlantic flights and 96 non-stop transatlantic routes, alongside Delta, Air France and
KLM as well as launching new services from
London Heathrow to Las Vegas, Manchester
to Los Angeles and London Heathrow to Tel
Aviv.
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Dream Honeymoon with
Warm Hospitality
Shashi Razdan, Director of Operations and Commercials, Golden Tulip Hotels share about the
beautiful property of Royal Tulip Kufri.

S

hashi Razdan, Director of Operations and
Commercials, Golden Tulip Hotels and
Resorts, South Asia while commenting on
the location of Royal Tulip Kufri said “There is
nothing beautiful and romantic than spending
your honeymoon amidst the nature. Royal Tulip
Kufri offers a breathtaking view of the picturesque Himalayas. Located at 8600 feet above
sea level in the charming town of Kufri, Royal
Tulip Kufri offers the majestic views of the Himalayas exquisitely spread over acres of Cedar
forest range. The location of the hotel is away
from the hustle and bustle of city life offering
tranquillity to the couple to spend some quality
time. If one is travelling during winter, one can
witness the whole Kufri district and the Himalayan mountains covered in pristine white snow.”
“Royal Tulip Kufri is a five star luxury
property located in the picturesque Himalayas.
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We create a hassle free and beautiful experience
for honeymooners and are available at the beck
and call of our guests. We extends our services
that gives the couple the luxury and comfort that
they don’t have to worry about anything and
can have great time with each other, the package includes pick up and drop from the airport
or from the Railway Station, Luxury Suites with
room decoration, luxury amenities; a bottle of
wine, assorted chocolates & cake and fourcourse candle light dinner at the roof top. The
services also include drinks at the pool to couple
spa once during the stay. We also arrange nature
walk for the couple, drive in the hills or adventurous sports during their stay at the hotel.” Mr.
Razdan added.
“Golden Tulip Hotels and Resorts brand
is synonymous with efficient services, local
flavours and warm hospitality. Royal Tulip is the
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five star luxury brand under the parent brand and
extends premium services, luxury, comfort and
warm hospitality to its guests. At Royal Tulip
Kufri the newly married couple can expect the
unmatched services designed to ensure their
comfort and privacy respected.” Mr. Razdan
mentioned with respect to “Dream honeymoon
with warm hospitality”
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STATE OF ART ROOMS

A LUXURIOUS EXPERIENCE

Experience bespoke
luxury in the lap of
Himalayas with 2N/3D
package at Royal Tulip Kufri

INDULGE IN SELF PAMPERING

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED

POOL
*T & C APPLY

ENGAGEMENT FOR EVERYONE

EXPLORE THE LANES OF SHIMLA & FAMOUS TOURISTS SPOTS
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Mosaic: rooted in the soul
of Mussoorie
Nothing beats the warmth of individual, one to one service from people who care. It is with this
belief that mosaic offer genuine and a one of a kind experience to each one of Mosaic guests.

W

hether you want to reach out and
touch the clouds or fancy a romantic
dinner under starlit skies, bring your
wishlist and mosaic team will help you check all
the boxes on that list.
The location cannot be any better. Mosaic
hotel is as unique as the city around it. At Mosaic Mussoorie, you get to design your own mix.
Sink into the leisurely pace of life or take a walk
on the Mall Road to feel the hustle and bustle of
the age-old city of Mussoorie, the queen of hills.
The Green wall at the entrance comprises of
hundreds of flowering plants, designed specifically for purifying the air and keeping pollution
at bay, is an innovative idea.
Discover the beautiful town of Mussoorie.
Explore the flora and fauna. Embark upon
Mosaic carefully designed treks that take you
through the town. Relax at Mosaic indoor heated
pool and spa and rest your body with an aromatherapy massage at the hotel.
Mosaic Mussoorie is an ultimate urbane
retreat. Mosaic is at the centre of Mussoorie
and put you at the heart of where it all happens.
Come and get your own mix at Mosaic. It’s an
experience you talk about. Rooms at Mosaic are
itself is a piece of art. The good thing about a
room is that it soon becomes my room. It knows
how to belong because it has been nurtured with
empathy detailing and foresight. 46 rooms are
set up to snugly fit into guests life so that you
stretch your hand and what you need is within
the reach.
To offer Food & Beverage, the hotel has a
Grill called Charcoal along with Indian Restaurant cum Bar known as Random. To cater to the
needs of MICE & leisure requirements hotel
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Random
A little randomness is what makes life interesting. For the love of the unexpected, give in to
Random, Mosaic quaint little all day dine restaurant with a well stocked Bar. Tickle your taste
buds and satiate your appetite with multicuisine
delicacies to go with a drink of your choice.
Charcoal Bar & Grill
Step in; Take in the starlit sky; Indulge; Taste.
An epicurean at every turn, our terrace restaurant Charcoal blends hot favorites from the grill
to create a dynamic space to mix, mingle, sip,
snack and share. Stylish with an open-air setting, Charcoal is the perfect mix of a relaxed yet
sophisticated ambience made truly individual to
your mood – be it a party, a family dinner or a
quiet, candlelit romantic dinner for two overlooking the valley. However you like to dine,
Charcoal can make it happen.

is equipped with meeting rooms and banquets
which can take care of 10 to 50 guests in different style gathering.
The Mosaic experience is one far removed
from the hustle-bustle of a city – yet it’s never
disconnected from thoughtful amenities be it
our kid’s area, gym or our banquet hall. With
spectacular vistas, energizing drinks, gourmet
snacks and light, healthy dishes you might even
say, you’ve Escaped to Arrive.
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Swimming Pool & Spa
A few laps in our temperature controlled swimming pool in the morning set the tone for your
action-packed day ahead. In the evening, a
soothing dip in the pool awaits to recharge you.
For the young ones in your family, a splash in
the kids’ pool is the perfect culmination to the
day’s action.
An indulgent treat or simply a bit of ‘me
time’, you are certain to find your retreat at
Mosaic full-scale spa facility. Certainly, your
city stress would get dissolve for sure. From the
traditional to the transcendent, we offer over ten
forms of therapies, massages, scrubs and facial
treatments.
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Mosaic Mussoorie with beautiful location of the city around it brings you unique services to serve you with
the random all-day dining restaurant, bar & grill, spa & steam room, kids & recreational room and indoor temperature
control swimming pool.

Mosaic Hotels
Contact numbers 7290039290, +91 135 2636200
Email Id : reservations.mussoorie@mosaichotels.co.in
Website : www.mosaichotels.co.in
Address : Mosaic Hotels, Picture Palace End, The Mall
Road, Mussoorie, Uttarakhand 248179
October 2018
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Revive the Gracious Lifestyle
In an exclusive interview C.P Rathore, General Manager, Chomu Palace share about the beautiful
Heritage property in Jaipur called Chomu Palace.
Q. To begin with share something about
Chomu Palace.
Chomu Palace, a reflection of the Royal Palaces
of India, is a 300 year old elegant fortified
palace hotel and one of the places to visit in Rajasthan. It revives the gracious lifestyles of the
princes of Rajasthan and the heritage of India. It
is an authentic and historic palace that discreetly
blends with the modern amenities and facilities.
This historic monument is designed according to
the Indian Vastushastra philosophy. An integral
part of the Rajasthan Tourism, this palace hotel
in Rajasthan reverberates with regal and aristocratic memories.
Q. Please shed some light on Dangayach
Group.
The Dangayach Group is an organization of
highly motivated, disciplined and trained team
members, technicians and managers who strive
to implement cutting edge solutions in the fields
of Jewellery, Hotels and Real Estate.
The Dangayach group was founded in 1966
and since then has pursued an unstinted path of
growth. The Managing Director - Mr. Hari Mohan Dangayach embarked into business 40 years
ago. The other hotels owned and managed in the
group are Ramada Jaipur a 160 room modern
hotel and Jaipur Marriott Hotel a city centre
luxury hotel.
Q. Rooms division plays as an important role
in working process of a hotel. Do share some-
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thing about the rooms of Chomu palace.
58 Suites characterize the aristocratic background of Chomu Palace Hotel. Guests will discover a suitable blend of tradition of old-world
hospitality and of contemporary style.
A night in this romantic, aristocratic ambience
surrounded by antique furniture and grandeur
with marble bathrooms and luxurious furnishings makes an experience as memorable as it is
inspiring. Each suite is unique, but reflects our
love of quiet comfort and understated elegance.
The categories are as follows:• Palace Suites
• Historic Suites
• Maharani Suites
• Royal Suites
Q. In hotels F&B is as equally important as
its rooms. What you like to say about the dining experience of Chomu Palace.
The Palace's fine dinning Restaurant - offers a
delightful gastronomic experience. We create
something special, blending aromatic Indian
spices with modern cooking techniques to produce an eating experience that is recognized as
exceptional.
Our lounge bar has a décor that is a marvel
of ornate glasswork, crystal lights and intricate
fresco work. It brings to life the rich and colorful lifestyle of the royal Indian families. It also
features a fine collection of wines and spirits.
Q. What Chomu Palace have to offer for
MICE.
For birthdays, conferences and gatherings, we
at Chomu Palace Hotel
provide a perfect setting of
your festivities.
Our team of professionals will be more than
delighted to tailor make
your menu as well as your
function for you. There are
various venues to choose
from such as the main
courtyard for Grand Gala
events, the Poolside for
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romantic settings for cocktail receptions, the
Garden for dinner and events. Terraces overlooking the palace provide for a stunning setting
for any private dining. We have a Meeting room
that can cater for boardroom and theatre style
meetings for up to 30 persons.
Q. How you would like to describe Chomu
Palace just in one sentence.
It Revive the Gracious Lifestyle of the princes of
Rajasthan and the heritage of India.
Q. Do share the closing comments for readers.
I would like to conclude with the phrase “Our
guests are our ambassadors” So, Come, visit
and witness the heritage and beauty of Chomu
Palace with all exclusive luxury and the comfort
of the royal hospitality.
Q. How film shoot friendly is your property?
I must say Chomu Palace is a heritage hotel
dates back to 300 years and still stands as enchantingly beautiful as ever. The vintage appeal
and a fairy tales like feel about the place makes
it the perfect location to shoot films. Though a
number of films has been shot here like Bhul
Bhuliya, Bol Bacchan, Jhansi ki Rani etc.
which has that immediate recall value of this
beautiful heritage property.
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300 years of Old Elegant Fortified Palace Hotel
Luxury Heritage Hotel
It revives the gracious lifestyle of princes of Rajasthan
and the heritage of India.

Destination Wedding

Leisure Stay

Film-Shoot

CHOMU PALACE HOTEL
Chomu,Distt : Jaipur ( Rajasthan )
Tel: +91-1423 300 300 Fax: +91-1423 300 400, Mobile : +91-9001094081, 9782056789, info@chomupalacehhotel.com
October 2018
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Culinary Art India

J

itender Singh- The young chef at The Ashok (a
flagship property of ITDC) has made food-art
his medium of communication with the world
and once again through his art has proved his skill
set. In 14th edition of Culinary Art India on the
sidelines of Aahar at Pragati Maidan, Chef Jitender
carved out the face of Indian Air Force Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman on a watermelon as
a tribute to his heroism.
Chef Jitender Singh decided to pay a tribute to
Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman while
competing against four other chefs in the category
of Fruit and Vegetable Carving at Culinary Art
India. He deftly carved out Abhinandan's distinct

and 'iconic' moustache, on the watermelon, along
with 'Jai Hind'.
Speaking on the occasion Chef Jitender, The
Ashok Hotel, New Delhi said, “What Abhinandan
did for our country is beyond courage and bravery.
Through this fruit carving, I wanted to pay a tribute
to our brave pilot, our Army men and other defence
forces. My carving is a mark of respect to our
soldiers sacrifice, bravery and courage. Being a hotelier and a chef it's not possible for me to go to the
frontline but I can always contribute with the talent
I have. Through my carvings I wanted to beautifully
depict Abhinandan's bravery and pay homage to the
bravery and patriotism of our armed forces.”

Courtyard by Marriott now in Siliguri

M

arriott International announces the
launch of Courtyard by Marriott Siliguri,
the 17th ‘Courtyard by Marriott’ branded
property to open in South Asia and the first in
the East of India outside of Kolkata. Located at a
convenient distance from Bagdogra Airport, this
beautiful new hotel is the tallest building in the city,
surrounded by lush tea estates, offering unobstructed views of the stunning Kangchenjunga ranges.
The hotel will feature an elevated guest experience
with exceptional comforts and personalised service,
housed within a warm environment designed to
reflect the spirit of the ‘Gateway to the North-East’,

Siliguri.
Comprising 130 spacious rooms, modern meeting and conference facilities, and an eclectic mix of
dining options, the Courtyard by Marriott Siliguri is
set to deliver with passion and tradition the worldrenowned Marriott hospitality. Boasting of the best
banquet hall in the city, with 4000 sq feet of indoor
and outdoor space, the hotel is the destination of
choice for weddings, corporate events and social
gatherings. The property also houses an indulgent
swimming pool and a fully equipped fitness centre,
which allows guests to maintain their fitness schedules whilst travelling.

Travel Away from The Normal Trail
In an exclusive interview, Shruti Pandey, Founder, Synergi Hospitality shares about the
hospitality services provide by Synergi Hospitality.

"S

ynergi Hospitality is all about off-beat
and experiential stays. The properties
that it promotes are off-road, in wilderness or remote areas and connect a guest to the
natural surroundings of that area. Elaborating about
the ethos of the company, Shruti Pandey, Founder,
Synergi Hospitality, says, “Every wilderness enthusiast is our guest. Those who are willing to travel
away from the normal trail of tourism route and
to discover the terrain and its habitats are the ones
whom we look forward to connecting with.”
Synergi Hospitality has, over the years, seen increased strength and growth in its efforts to promote
off-beat locations and properties in North India.
Since then, many new destinations and experiences
have been added which have been received well,
she says. The company conducts a promotional
activity of Gujarat through familiarization trips for
tour operators, every year, for the past 2 years. “It is
always received very well. In fact, we have already
started receiving requests for the next tour. Apart
from all the exciting stuff that we are already doing,
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something new is Golden Retreat Stok, Leh. The
Retreat has been started recently by past team of
Tiger Tops, Leh. Near Stok Palace, Golden Retreat
Stok, offers many activities as yoga & meditation,
breakfast with local family, trekking and walking
trips. ” Pandey reveals.
According to her, Gujarat, as a destination, is a
fascinating state, full of cultural and tribal heritage.
“It was a great pleasure to connect to remote destinations in Gujarat and promote them in the international travel circuit. While we will cover wildlife,
tribal and textile areas of Gujarat, the group will
also experience the state’s infrastructure, food and
most importantly, its hospitality,” she adds.
The last major event was the creation of a Luxury camp at Ardh Kumbh for groups of National
Geographic Expeditions, in Prayagraj. Mobile
camping is the only way of ensuring comfortable
accommodation at off-beat areas and Sunset Desert
Camps are very proficient in this.
Speaking about the challenges the company
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faces with regards to international guest bookings
done through agents, she says that the agents need
to be briefed well about the property, its location
and the facilities available. “Since these properties are experiential, a guest can get miffed if not
explained about the character of the place. All said,
however, we have not faced any such problem with
our trade partners till now as they also understand
this concern,” Pandey adds. "
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‘ISAW Women Achiever Award’ for
“Professionalism in Management”

C

hairperson & Managing Director, ITDC
Ms. Ravneet Kaur, IAS, has been awarded
with ISAW Women Achiever Award for
“Professionalism in Management” The award was
presented at the recently concluded ITB Berlin,
world’s leading travel trade show at Germany, by
Mr. Taleb D Refai, Former Secretary General United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)
in the presence of tourism ministers from various
countries like Bangladesh, Jamaica, Greece, Oman,
Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Namibia and Shri Yogendra
Tripathi, Secretary (Tourism) India.
Ms. Kaur has been awarded for her professionalism and approach towards managing different
tasks at the helm of the affairs. Ms. Kaur is working

towards establishing and positioning brand ITDC as
a leading multi-activity and dynamic organization
dealing in various fields related to Hospitality, Tourism & Travel.
Institute of South Asian Women (ISAW) honours exceptional women achievers on International
Women’s Day. ISAW has been honouring women
achievers since its inception in 2012 which include
Ministers and women activists from various countries. These are women who have emerged from the
shadows to claim an equal stake in society. They
are in the forefront and at the helm of affairs in their
respective countries. These international awards
are given every year on International Women’s Day
event held in early March.

Niraamaya Retreats Backwaters and Beyond
now in Kumarakom

N

iraamaya Retreats has added another
property to its portfolio of awe-inspiring
destinations marking its third retreat in
Kerala. Nestled on the banks of the famed Lake
Vembanad in the Kerala Backwaters in Kumarakom, Niraamaya Retreats Backwaters & Beyond, is
now open for bookings.The newest Niraamaya will
provideits guests glimpses of an authentic insight
into the local Keralan life while instilling a sense
of peace and wellness through its natural landscape
and a range of wellness offerings.
Set amidst eight acres of lush tropical gardens,
the retreat houses 27 luxurious villas designed to
maximize the glorious views of the lake. Meandering pathways lead to tasteful living spaces that are

in complete harmony with nature amidst breezy
coconut palms and tropical foliage. The retreat also
features a large 25m pool and a performance deck
apart from two restaurants designed to become
gastronomical destinations offering some of the finest regional as well as global cuisine in the Kerala
Backwaters. Essence – the specialty restaurant will
offerregional specials and signature oriental cuisine
with a collection of the finest wines. Café Samsara,
the all-day dining destinationwill serve authentic
Kuttanad cuisine as well as global cuisine with
fresh made-to-order breakfast.
A key feature of all retreats, Niraamaya’s
renowned wellness concept will provide holistic rejuvenation and relaxation in a serene and meditative

setting. The multi-award winning Niraamaya Spa
will deliver a range of wellness offerings including International, traditional Ayurvedic therapies,
tailored wellness immersions and Yoga.

Light The Night Run

F

ollowing the success of last year’s inaugural
event, The Parisian Macao will stage the second Light The Night Run charity vertical race
up its iconic half-scale Eiffel Tower on Saturday April
as part of a wellness and fitness fun weekend (April
13-14) incorporating health-orientated activities,
education, music and cuisine. This year the event has
been extended to two days.
Entrants can register at the General Association
of Athletics of Macau (AGAM) office from now until
March 30. More information can be found online at
www.ParisianMacao.com/light-the-night-run.
Light The Night Run invites professional athletes
and fitness enthusiasts looking for a unique challenge
to attempt to climb the 750 steps to the tower’s 37th
floor observation deck finish line. Last year the Full
Run booked out in the first two days with over 530
contestants registering to take part in the run around
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The Venetian® Macao and The Parisian Macao before tackling the challenging ascent, or the Tower Fun
Run which incorporated only the tower climb.
This year the event is aiming to secure 600
contestants for the Full Run, so runners are advised to
register early. The challenge has also been ramped up,
with participants now required to run twice around
The Venetian Macao and The Parisian Macao before
taking on the tower. The Tower Fun Run remains
unchanged.
All registration fees for the event will be donated
to Macau IC2 Association to sponsor its upcoming
Art for Community event, and to Caritas Macau to
allow its users with restricted mobility to gain free
access to its stair climber service and make it easier to
get in and out of their apartments.
Speaking at the launch, Dr. Wilfred Wong, President of Sands China Ltd., said, “After the response to
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last year’s event it was clear there is a huge interest
in health and fitness in Macao. We are delighted to
again stage the Light The Night Run, where Macao
residents, guests and visitors can enjoy a range of fun
activities, all set against the stunning backdrop of the
Eiffel Tower where the demanding races are taking
place. As well as promoting wellness and a healthy
Macao community it also raises funds for Macau
IC2 Association and Caritas Macau, two key local
charities.”
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ELLBEE GANGA VIEW, RISHIKESH

355 Haridwar Road, Rishikesh – 249201 (Uttarakhand)
+91-888 266 1577 | reservations@ellbeehotels.com

Food

GST appellate body clears air on tax credit for
sweet shop vs restaurant

A

n owner of a restaurant and sweet shop
who runs both set-ups from the same
premises will be eligible for input tax
credit (ITC) for his sweet shop under the GST
regime, as long as the accounts of the two businesses are maintained separately, at least in Uttarakand.
The appellate authority for advance ruling
(AAAR) of the state set aside AAR ruling in this
matter.
Explaining the case, Harpreet Singh, Partner,
Indirect tax, KPMG, said AAR had ruled that the
sweet shop will be regarded as extension of restaurant. As such, GST at the rate of five per cent
would be imposed on on the condition that input
tax charged on goods and services used has not

been set off. This would be applicable to all items,
including takeaways, sold from the sweet shop.
Restaurants draw five per cent GST, but ITC is
not given.
The shop owner appealed to AAAR against
the order, contending that items sold from the
sweet shop and restaurant cannot be taken as
composite supply.
AAAR set aside AAR order. It ruled that items
sold from the sweet shop would draw applicable
GST rates and ITC would be given. On the other
hand, items sold at the restaurant would draw five
per cent GST without ITC.
This, however, is subject to the provision
that the owner of the two businesses maintains
separate records for each with respect to input and

output and billings, along with other accounting
records, AAAR ruled.
The ruling may have repercussions for many
other different scenarios, such as an outlet selling
eatables in a mall.
Singh said there is a thin line of difference
between restaurants and food takeaway joints,
kiosks or tuck shops and hence there is ambiguity
surrounding classification under GST. The classification becomes blurred as supplying snacks such
as chat, dhokla and lassi from shops or kiosks also
involves some amount of service, he said.
“This ruling is likely to provide much needed
clarity on the classification principle to be adopted
in all such cases,” he said.

Enjoy meal underwater in Norway

G

oing ‘Under’, Europe’s first
underwater restaurant opens
in Norway.

Under: Large concrete tube
Europe’s first underwater restaurant opens
in Norway with more than 7,000 customers
booked in to eat among the fish. Situated on
the southern tip of Norway, the restaurant
looks like a large concrete tube partly submerged in the North Sea. It is called Under,
which also means “wonder” in Norwegian.
Design
It was designed by Norwegian architecture

firm Snoehetta, which also created the Opera
house in Oslo and the National September 11
Memorial Museum in New York.
“The fascination is just this movement from
above water to underwater through the building … The big window exposes the underwater not like an aquarium, it’s the real thing,”
Snoehetta’s founder Kjetil Traedal Thorsen
told.
Going into a sauna?
Entering Under initially feels like going into
a sauna, as wooden planks cover its upper
section, but an eight-meter flight of stairs
leads down to a large dining area that sits

about 40 guests, walled by a gigantic transparent window to the ocean.
What it can withstand
Traedal Thorsen said the construction can
cope with very harsh weather and is shaped
in such a way that it can withstand what he
called “the wave of the century”.
Picturesque view
The restaurant is laid out so there are minimal reflections in the glass wall, which fills
the room with natural light during the day,
filtered by the greenish color of the water.

Yellow Tie Hospitality: 60 more outlets across India

Y

ellow Tie Hospitality is planning to
open 60 outlets of various restaurant
brands under its portfolio in India by
the end of 2019, a top company official said.
Currently, the company has 50 operating outlets
across over 15 cities in India.
“We plan to add 60 more operating outlets
in India by the end of this year, taking our total
number to 110 outlets,” Yellow Tie Hospitality
Founder Chief Executive Officer Karan Tanna
told .
The company manages successful restaurant
brands through efficient franchising management, he added.
“For the new restaurants that we will be
opening this year, apart from deepening our
presence in the locations we are already pres-
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ent, we are looking at places such as Varanasi,
Udaipur, Ludhiana, Chandigarh, Bhopal, Indore,
Nagpur, Nashik and Kochi, among others,”
Tanna said.
The company currently has 12 brands including Genuine Broaster Chicken, Dhadoom,
Umraan Regional, Billboard, Wrapchic, Teddy’s,
Wok This Way, Just Falafel, Chachago, Twist of
Tadka, BB Jaan and Bombay Blue in its portfolio under the franchise model, he added.
“Bombay Blue was recently acquired by us
from Everstone Capital. We have also launched
a restaurant incubation centre,” Tanna said.
The company will also soon launch its new
brand ‘Yellow Food District’ and is entering the
food court management segment, especially in
greenfield projects and in tier-II and tier-III cit-
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ies, he added.
The first exclusive Yellow Tie branded food
court will be launched in Sonipat in April, Tanna
said.
The company also has a big research and
development centre in Mumbai, and its focus is
on standardisation of food across all the outlets,
he added.
When asked about investments the company
plans to make for the expansion, Tanna said:
“Our investments are mainly on brand building,
software, raw material supply, menu engineering, training and marketing.”
Founded in 2015, Yellow Tie Hospitality
is also planning to enter foreign market going
forward.
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Abode for Rejuvenate

Atmantan Wellness Centre is India’s most luxurious integrated wellness destination spa located
nestled on a crystal hill, spanning 42 acres of lush green valley, Atmantan, has it abode in the
Majestic Sahyadris, and overlooks the pristine Mulshi Lake.

T

rue to its name, Atma (soul) Mana (mind)
and Tan (body), the resort is dedicated to
providing you with a rejuvenating experience that will return you as a renewed individual,
heart whole and fancy free. Here we help you
understand the relationship between sound nutrition and the functioning of the body.
The resort offers an expanse of 6525 sq. ft. of
fitness facilities in addition to world class spa and
wellness therapies like traditional Ayurveda, oriental acupressure, aromatherapy massages, Chi Nei
Tsang, purifying body polishes, cocooning wraps
and Pranic chakra cleansing.
Living up to true Indian hospitality, Atmantan
exceeds expectations in terms of luxury, service
and quality. It is a wholesome amalgamation
of pampering your mind, body and soul. Our
certified experts create customised packages just
for you by using a happy mix of spa and fitness
therapies along with the right dietary inputs and
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lifestyle improvements to provide you with holistic well-being.
Our special ‘farm to table’ cuisine is curated to
satiate your taste buds as well as nutritional needs,
with fresh ingredients sourced from local farms,
free of preservatives and other unnatural additives. Atmantan living offers a range of evidence
based wellness packages such as a master cleanse,
weight balance, journey through yoga, and number of others which help you align your mind and
body while gaining utmost peace.
antan has received the India's Best Wellness
Retreat Award at the World Spa Awards and also
awarded as Conde Nast Readers Travel Favourite
Destination Spa award in 2017! We have also had
the privilege to host guests like Parineeti Chopra,
Malaika Arora, Lisa Ray, Masaba Gupta and
Neena Gupta, Karisma Kapoor, Sri Devi, Nimrat
Kaur, Randeep Hooda and Sanjeev Kapoor to
name a few.
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Smart Stuff

Gaurs Group announces fit-outs at GAUR CITY MALL
Gaurs Group, one of India’s leading Delhi based real estate firm has announced delivery with
the offer of fit-outs for its Rs 750 crores, Gaur City Mall, at Greater Noida West.

T

he mall is touted to be the first and largest
mall of Greater Noida West with over 8.45
lac square feet of retail area.
Gaur City Mall, which is Ground + 20 floors
in total has the mall on the first 5 floors followed
by offices and service apartments and has signed
up with Radisson Hotels for an upscale 180 key
Luxury Hotel at the top. The mall is a part of
25 acres Gaur City commercial hub which has
Gaur City Center - a commercial project, biggest
multilevel parking of the region for 5600 cars, an
operational petrol pump and an upcoming hospital
of Gaurs Group’s 237 acres Integrated township.
Gaur City has been developed with an investment of Rs 8000 crore and will be housing close
to 29,000 families in Greater Noida West. With a
huge retail area catering to shoppers, the mall will
also have a 180 key upscale Radisson Hotel, which
itself is the first in the region. Along with this, the
mall will also have commercial office spaces and
service apartments.
The retail area has already been flooded by
brands in multiple sections, be it the anchor stores
or F&B. The mall would have coffee shops,
restaurants, lounges, gym, spa and banqueting &
conferencing facilities. Located right on the Gaur
Chowk – entry to Gr Noida West region and on the
130-metre wide road, the mall is in close vicinity
to the approved metro station. The mall would cater to the huge population of Gr Noida West which
is close to 3 lac residents. Gaur City alone would
have a population of close to 1.5 lac residents
when fully occupied.
PVR Cinemas is the Multiplex partner at the
mall to provide the best cinematic experience.
Anchor store brands like Shoppers Stop, Lifestyle,
Big Bazaar, Globus, Pantaloons, Reliance Trends,
Home Center, Max, Fab India have already tied
up along with vanilla store brands like Raymond,
Miniso, Puma, Blackberry, Adidas, W, BIBA and
many more. The mall would also embody the best
in dining and food outlets with Barbeque nation,
Imperfecto, Starbucks, Burger King, Smoke Factory, Subway, Dominos, Carls Jr, already in place.
In total almost 80+ brands have been signed at

Gaur City Mall ensuring success from the word go.
This is the group’s second shopping mall. It
has already developed 'Gaur Central Mall' at Raj
Nagar District Centre in Ghaziabad. The Group
has plans to start 3 more malls this year with 2 in
the NCR region and one in Dehradun. The group
is also developing multiple group housing projects
in Noida, Greater Noida West and Siddharth Vihar
(Ghaziabad) along with a 250-acres township project, Gaur Yamuna City on Yamuna Expressway.
The group has also forayed into affordable housing
along with expanding in education and hospitality
sector.
About Hospitality Projects
Founded in the year 1995, Gaurs Group has never
looked back. With a credo for chasing excellence in
each and every endeavour, Gaurs, since its inception, has been riding high on the path of success.
A proud history of delivering projects on time
and as per promised specifications, Gaurs is a name
to reckon with when it comes to real estate in NCR.
Manoj Gaur, an eminent name in the Indian
real estate sector is the managing director of Gaurs
Group. He is also the founding member of Indian
Green Building Council and the forerunner in
group housing & integrated township projects in
the country.
Apart from Real Estate, Gaursons India has
ventured into Education sector few years ago by
opening Gaurs International School at Gaur City,
Greater Noida West, and now has ventured into the

Hospitality sector as well.
Gaursons India is pleased to announce their
Tie Up with prominent Hotel Brand likes Sarovar
Hotels & Radisson Hotel Group.
Following are the Groups upcoming HospitalityProjects:
The Gaurs Sarovar Portico – a 72 Keys Mice
Destination, at Gaur City Club, Greater Noida
West, having Banqueting & Conferencing Facilities up to 10,000 pax. All Day Dining, Tea Lounge
, Swimming pool , GYM. Proposed Opening 3rd
Quarter of 2019.
Radisson– a 180 Full Service Hotel at Gaur
City Mall, Greater Noida West, having Banqueting
& Conference Facilities up to 500 pax. All Day
Dining, Coffee Shop, Infinity Swimming Pool,
GYM, SPA. Proposed Opening between 2/3 Q of
2020.
Gaurs Runway Suites– 84 Keys Service
Apartments, at Gaur Yamuna City, at Greater
Noida, having Banqueting & Conference Facilities up to 350 pax. All Day Dining, Coffee Shop,
Swimming Pool, GYM, SPA – Project under
Construction stage.
Gaur Central Mall –120 Keys Luxury Hotel,
at Dehradun, having Banqueting & Conference
Facilities up to 600 pax. All Day Dining, Coffee
Shop, Swimming Pool, GYM, SPA. –Project on
Drawing Board Stage.
All together the group will have 454 rooms
approximately up in running by 2023.

Manoj Gaur, MD, Gaurs Group
There is currently no other mall in the region and Gaur City Mall is going to fulfil the gap. We are
expecting the mall to be very successful as with such a large population already residing and over a
lac more flats soon to be ready for possession there would be a huge demand for shopping and commercial area.
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Appointment

Bengaluru Marriott Hotel Whitefield
Bengaluru Marriott Hotel Whitefield announces the appointment of Deeppreet Bindra as the Director of Operations.
Deeppreet has been renowned for commanding a high success rate of attaining the targeted goals and for his
exemplary ability to demonstrate quick and efficient decision making. Deeppreet brings with him over 14 years of
adept expertise in the service industry which will aid in boosting the hotel’s proficient operations to even greater
heights. In his new role, he will oversee hotel operations and aims to focus on creating experiences for both - resident
and non-resident guests. Prior to joining Bengaluru Marriott Hotel Whitefield, he worked as Director of Sales at JW
Marriott at Aerocity New Delhi - Marriott International’s flagship property in the Northern region of the country.

Courtyard by Marriott, Siliguri
Rohit Bajpai has been appointed as the Hotel Manager of Courtyard by Marriott Siliguri, the first Marriott Property
of the North – East. Rohit has been a General Manager with International & Domestic brands like Hilton, Radisson
& Royal Orchid. Over the years he has gained invaluable F&B expertise through a variety of luxury brands like ITC
Hotels & Shangri-la, operating renowned outlets like Dum Pukht, Bukhara & Peshawri. His intrinsic trait to pay
attention to detail and make critical judgments has undoubtedly led to the services and facilities for the properties
being top – notch in all aspects. In his current role, Rohit will be overseeing all aspects of operational and strategic
management of the 17th‘Courtyard by Marriott’ branded property to open in South Asia and the first in the east of
India outside of Kolkata.

Hyatt Pune
Hyatt Pune, Kalyani Nagar has appointed Mr. Amit Kapoor as the Food and Beverage Manager where he will be
heading the Food & Beverage Service team. He brings with him more than a decade of experience in culinary world.
In his last assignment, Amit Kapoor was the F&B Service Manager at Courtyard by Marriott, Gurugram Downtown.
Amit’s mission at Hyatt Pune is to build the hotel’s reputation for offering first-class guest experiences to anyone who
comes through our doors – whether they’re stopping by for a coffee, attending a conference or bringing the family for
a relaxing stay.

The Leela Palace New Delhi
The Leela Palace New Delhi is delighted to announce the appointment of Shimomura Kazuya as the new Head Chef of
the award-winning modern Japanese restaurant Megu. Backed with twenty six years of rich culinary experience, Chef
Shimomura is set to bring intense excitement, exquisite technique and perfectly balanced flavours to discerning diners
at Megu. In his initial years, Shimomura mastered the art of Tempura and acquired the skill of curating Kaiseki –a
sought-after traditional multi-course Japanese style dinner. Kaiseki is opulence of perfection rather than wealth.

The Westin Pune Koregaon Park
The Westin Pune Koregaon Park is pleased to welcome Mr. Abhay Singh as Director of Operations. An industry
expert, Abhay holds an experience of more than 10 years in hospitality industry converting strategic vision into
measurable results at various hotels. As the Director of Operations, Mr. Abhay Singh will be responsible for heading
and managing the hotel operations and maintaining high standards of guest satisfaction. Prior to joining Westin
Pune, he served as the Director of Food & Beverage at Westin Langkawi Resort & Spa and Langkawi International
convention center. Throughout his career, he has worked with Marriott International across various luxury properties
in India.

The Westin Hyderabad Mindspace
The Westin Hyderabad Mindspace is pleased to announce the appointment of Rohan Malwankar as Executive Sous
Chef. With a remarkable career of well over a decade, Chef Rohan will oversee the functioning of all 7 F&B outlets
at The Westin Hyderabad Mindspace, along with the Executive Chef. These include Seasonal Tastes - All day dining
restaurant, Splash & Mix bars, Daily Treats - Deli shop, Casbah - Mediterranean cuisine, Prego - Italian restaurant and
Kangan - North Western Frontier cuisine, along with room service and banquet at the property. As Executive Sous
Chef, Rohan will be responsible for supervising the daily operations of the kitchen, designing menus, developing new
recipes and training the culinary team at the hotel. Prior to joining The Westin Hyderabad Mindspace, Rohan was
Chef de Cuisine at St Regis, Mumbai.
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Kia Motors plant in India
Kia Motors has signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the State Government of
Andhra Pradesh, India to build a new manufacturing facility in Anantapur District.

T

he MOU was signed at a ceremony held
in the city of Vijayawada, a part of Andhra
Pradesh Capital Region, attended by executives from Kia Motors and the Chief Minister
of Andhra Pradesh, Nara Chandrababu Naidu.
Construction of the new manufacturing facility, Kia Motors’ first in India and representing
approximately a US$1.1 billion investment, will
commence in the final quarter of 2017. The manufacturing facility is expected to begin production
in the second half of 2019 and produce up to approximately 300,000 units each year.
Kia plans to produce a strategic compact sedan
and compact SUV especially for the Indian market
at the new plant, which will occupy around 23
million square feet (2.16 km2 / 536 acres) and
incorporate facilities for stamping, welding, painting and assembly. The site will also be home to
numerous supplier companies’ facilities.
“We are delighted to announce that Kia’s
newest manufacturing facility will be here in
Andhra Pradesh,” said Han-Woo Park, President

of Kia Motors. “It will enable us to sell cars in
the world’s fifth largest market, while providing
greater flexibility for our global business. Worldwide demand for Kia cars is growing and this is
our latest step towards becoming a leading global
car manufacturer.”

tors.
India is the fastest growing major new car
market and the fifth largest in the world, with
more than 3.3 million new cars sold in 2016.
Forecasts suggest the country will become the
third-largest car market by the end of 2020.

Manufacturing in the fastest-growing major
new car market
Construction of a new manufacturing facility
in India will enable Kia to maintain its position
as one of the world’s fastest-growing automobile
brands. The new facility in Anantapur will enable
the company to start selling its models in India,
and benefit from further sustainable sales growth,
locally and internationally.
Kia plans to commence local sales of cars
produced at the new facility towards the end of
2019, once mass production begins in Anantapur.
Furthermore, the region’s fast-developing supply
chain network and skilled labor force were other
key reasons for the new investment by Kia Mo-

Tata Motors to increase prices from April 2019

Tata Motors announced that the Company would be increasing prices of its passenger vehicles
range by up to INR 25,000, starting April 2019.

T

his hike in price is
due to rising input
costs and external
economic conditions.

Mr. Mayank Pareek, President, Passenger Vehicle Business Unit, Tata Motors
The changing market conditions, rising input costs and various external economic factors have compelled us to consider this price increase. We are confident of maintaining our growth trajectory in
the coming months on the back of our robust portfolio consisting of segment-leading products like
TIAGO, HEXA, TIGOR, NEXON and the HARRIER.
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Mahindra New XUV300
Fully Loaded With Segment-First Safety & Technology Features

M

ahindra & Mahindra Ltd. (M&M),
a part of the US $20.7 billion
Mahindra Group, launched its
highly-anticipated new SUV, the XUV300
(pronounced as XUV 3 double ‘Oh’) at an
ex-showroom starting price of Rs. 7.90 lac
for the Petrol W4 variant and Rs. 8.49 lac for
the Diesel W4 variant (one price applicable
across India) in the month of February.
Features
Exhilarating Performance
Heart-stopping exhilaration comes in Petrol &
Diesel turbo-charged powertrains that deliver
bestin- segment torque. Whatever you choose,
the XUV300 promises searing acceleration
in an instant. Also, the 6-speed transmission
efficiently utilises engine power and torque
over a wide operating range, ensuring thrills
throughout. That’s not all, the XUV300 offers the perfect balance of comfortable ride
and confident handling for unbridled driving
pleasure.
•
1.5L Turbo Diesel engine with electronic variable geometry charger: 85.8KW
(115 BHP)power & 300 NM torque
•
1.2L Turbo Petrol engine: 81KW (110
BHP) power & 200 NM torque
•
6-speed transmission
•
First-in-segment Smart Steering System: 3 steering modes allow you to
customise the steering effort to suit your
driving requirements. With the Comfort
mode, glide through city traffic with
ease. Or, satiate your need for thrill and
adrenaline rush with the Sport mode.
Fortress-Like Safety
The XUV300 offers Best-in-Segment safety
features.
•
First-in-segment 7 airbags including a
knee airbag, dual-front, side and curtain
airbags
•
First-in-segment* disc brakes on all 4
wheels (*Among Sub 4 meter Compact
SUVs).
•
First-in-segment front parking sensors
•
First-in-segment heated ORVMs
•
Electronic stability program with Dynamic Steering Torque, Hydraulic Brake
Assist, Roll-over Mitigation and Traction Control. Together with Hill Start
Assist.
•
ABS & EBD standard across all variants
•
Front & rear fog lamps
•
ISOFIX child seat mounts
•
Tyre-tronics (tyre pressure & temperature monitoring system)
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•
•

Seat belt reminder for all seats
3-point seat belt on all seats

Cutting Edge Technology
The XUV300 is home to an array of hi-tech
features that take the driving experience to a
whole new level. The XUV300 allows you to
adjust the air temperature to create separate,
customised environments for the driver and
front passenger. With 3 memory slots for your
preferred setting, you won't waste time prepping up for your joyride.
•
First-in-segment Dual-Zone Fully Automatic Temperature Control
•
17.78 cm (7”) Touchscreen Infotainment
system with GPS navigation, Apple
Car Play & Android Auto, ECOSENSE
Technology with social media connectivity, Micro Hybrid system
•
Push Button Start/Stop
•
Rear Parking Camera with dynamic assist & 3 park assist modes
•
Steering-Mounted Phone & Audio Controls
•
Blue Sense APP with smart watch connectivity
•
Cruise control
•
Auto-dimming IRVM
•
Multi-colour configurable instrument
cluster
•
Tyre position display
Head-Turning, Cheetah-Inspired
Design
With its aggressive front grille, chiselled body
and imposing stance, the XUV300 always
looks ready to charge. Its projector headlamps
and striking LED Daytime Running Lamps
leave a lasting impression. While its unique
LED tail lamps create an indelible visual
signature. Add to this the sporty, 43.18 cm

Diamond Cut Alloys, and you have an SUV
that meets every demand of the urban jungle,
in style.
•
Stylish dual-tone colours (only on W8
optional pack)
•
Floating roof design
•
Striking led DRLs
•
Aggressive front grille
•
Unique LED taillamps
•
Sporty 43.18 cm diamond cut alloys
•
Classy dual-tone roof rails
•
Sturdy side cladding
Indulgent Cabin
Ample space welcomes you inside the
XUV300. Its spacious cabin, with
Best-in-Segment width of 1,821mm,
Longest-in-Segment wheelbase of 2,600mm
and a flat floor can comfortably seat 3
passengers in the 2nd row. While the finely
crafted, dual-tone dashboard and a sophisticated, electric sunroof with anti-pinch
function, elevate the standard of luxury to
new heights. Premium leatherette seats with
well-designed bolsters, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel and a racing ready gear knob
await you.
•
Electric sunroof with anti-pinch function
•
Premium grey leatherette upholstery
•
Leather-wrapped steering & gear knob
•
Dual-tone black & beige dashboard
•
Height-adjustable driver seat
•
60:40 2nd row split seat
•
Flat floor in 2nd row
•
Adjustable boot floor
•
Height-adjustable front seat belts
•
Thoughtful storage spaces: multi-purpose central console storage, illuminated glove box, bottle holders on all
doors, cupholders in rear centre armrest.
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Market Launch of the eSprinter in the Second Half of 2019
Reliable last-mile deliveries even in Arctic conditions – the Mercedes-Benz eSprinter completes its final winter endurance test at the Arctic Circle.

C

ustomers place the same demands on electric vans as they do on equivalent vehicles
with combustion engines. One of the
most important factors here: complete reliability
– even in severe conditions. The winter endurance
tests on the Mercedes-Benz eSprinter focussed
precisely on this. For several weeks the development team subjected the fully-electric van to a true
endurance test in Sweden's Arjeplog. At temperatures as low as minus 30 degrees with icy roads
and deep snow, the eSprinter proved its operability
under extreme conditions. Thus the vehicle completed one of its last milestones on the way to its
market launch in the second half of 2019.
The vehicles were put through numerous complex
tests on the difficult test site close to the Arctic
Circle. Testing included driving on a frozen lake to
examine the effects of extreme cold on handling,
ergonomics and comfort using special measuring
technology. The starting behaviour and lowtemperature resistance of the drive components,
software and interfaces were tested in cold cell
facilities.
How the vehicles respond to different weather
conditions is critical to the electric vans functioning in tough daily operations, for example in the
CEP sector (courier, express, package). With a
range of around 1501 kilometres when configured
with a battery capacity of 55 kWh, the eSprinter

is perfectly designed for inner-city short-radius
distribution. The tests in Sweden have shown:
even in the unfavourable conditions described
here, a range of around 1001 km is still available
to the customer.
Electromobility with Mercedes-Benz standards: high quality and safety demands are
placed on the driver's workplace
Anyone who drives a van daily, places high
demands on the driver's workplace. That is why
quality and safety are equally important for electrically driven vans. Even at temperatures far below
freezing, it must be possible to free the windows
from ice as quickly as possible and heat the driver
cabin reliably. To this end, the temperature of the
test vehicles and their batteries was lowered to
extremes in special cold cells in order to test the
starting behaviour and thermal management during so-called cold starts. A further important element of the test: charging behaviour. The eSprinter
is equipped with an integrated fast-charging function with which it can recharge around 80 % of its
energy in 30 minutes – this is a great advantage
in the daily routine of a van which must function
reliably whatever the temperature.
Also, reliable handling in ice and snow as well
as resistance of the components to wintry conditions are vital to daily operations. This is exactly
what the team of more than 30 engineers, electron-

ics experts and mechanics from Mercedes-Benz
Vans have ensured in numerous tests in Sweden's
Arjeplog. The conclusion of the testers was that
the eSprinter is fit for customer operations – even
in Arctic conditions.
eSprinter on a par with the founder
of the segment
In Arjeplog, the eSprinter was subjected to its
final winter endurance tests before it follows the
eVito onto the market in the second half of 2019.
Initially, the new eSprinter will be available as a
panel van with a high roof and a permissible gross
vehicle weight of 3500 kilogrammes. Its maximum load volume is 10.5 m³ just like a comparable Sprinter.

MG Hector: Unveils India’s First Internet Car
Marquee British Automaker MG Motor (Morris Garages) showcased never seen before car
technology in India with the launch of the iSMART Next Gen, developed in partnership with
global technology players.

T

o be available for sales by June this year,
MG Hector with iSMART Next Gen will
be the first internet car in India that will
redefine connected mobility.
Along with its strong consortium of global
tech partners that includes Microsoft, Adobe, Unlimit, SAP, Cisco, Gaana, TomTom and Nuance,
the car maker unveiled several industry-first features of internet-enabled cars that will be available
in the MG Hector.
The brain of the iSMART Next Gen will
be housed in a 10.4” Head Unit. The screen is
designed with a vertical interface that allows the
driver to control the entire car system with just a
touch or voice command. The Head Unit is built
to withstand extreme climatic conditions of India.
It comes pre-loaded with entertainment content.
MG Hector iSMART Next Gen comes with
an industry first embedded M2M sim that ensures
that the car remains connected. The customized
solution has been developed by Unlimit in partner-
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ship with Cisco and Airtel who have collaborated
with their Jasper platform and telecommunication
network respectively. The connected mobility
solution on the MG Hector is Internet Protocol
Version 6 (IPV6) ready for 5G.
This seamless connectivity enables the users to
receive real-time software, entertainment content
and application updates. Customers will be able
to download the software updates immediately or
schedule them for later, as in smartphones. This
makes MG the first few among the global leaders
and the first in India to bring the revolutionary
Over The Air (OTA) technology to cars. The OTA
feature would be standard in all MG cars enabled
with iSMART Next Gen for connected mobility,
starting with MG Hector SUV.
The most stunning feature of the MG Hector
is Voice Assist. It is a powerful voice application
that works on the cloud and head unit. Developed
by Nuance for MG India, it has been specifically
designed for India for Indian accent learning. As
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a result of built in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms, the system
will learn and get better every day with usage.
Activated with ‘Hello MG’, the voice assist allows
over 100 commands, including opening and closing of windows and sun roof, ac control, navigation etc. and works even under poor connectivity.
To add to customer experience, iSMART
comes with pre-embedded and very relevant web
applications. It will house the world leader Tom
Tom’s real time navigation application. A leading
player in automobile navigation around the world,
TomTom has over 600 million vehicles under their
platform. This navigation system would regularly
update maps, routes and locations through their
IQ Maps feature. Pre-loaded Gaana app with
Premium Account and Accuweather will further
help the customers to access music and weather
forecasts. All apps have been specially customized
for MG Hector’s large Head Unit.
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Audi launches the Audi
A6 Lifestyle Edition
Audi, the German
luxury car manufacturer, launched the
Audi A6 Lifestyle
Edition in India.

T

he Audi A6 Lifestyle Edition is equipped
with new features to provide an exclusive luxury experience to the customers
at an attractive price range. Features like the
Rear Seat Entertainment, Espresso Mobil and
Entry Exit Lights with Audi logo projection in
the Audi A6 Lifestyle Edition makes it more luxurious than before. The Rear Seat Entertainment
offers a fully integrated infotainment system on
the road while enjoying a coffee break with the
innovative in-car Espresso Mobil. Special Entry
Exit Lights that project the four rings onto the
ground is more than just an eye-catching feature;
they also make it easier to enter the car when it
is dark. The Audi A6 Lifestyle Edition is priced
at INR 49,99,000.
"Luxury is about having a range of choices
and at Audi, we always strive to offer the best
configurations in our Audi range to our discerning customers. The Audi A6
Lifestyle Edition has been
configured specially for Audi
customers who are looking
forward to enjoy the thrill of
driving in the lap of luxury.
Features like the Rear Seat
Entertainment and Espresso
Mobil in the Audi A6 Lifestyle
Edition are meant for the new
age customers who like to
move around impressively and
with style. With the introduction of the Audi A6 Lifestyle
Edition, we have further
increased the luxury quotient
of the already favorite Audi
A6 amongst the luxury car
buyers,” said Mr. Rahil Ansari,
Head, Audi India.
The Audi A6 Sedan combines innovative technologies,
progressive design, and exciting versatile equipment options
into an exceptionally sporty
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and elegant symbiosis. With a Seven Speed S
tronic transmission, Adaptive Air Suspension
and Audi Drive Select, the Audi A6 is a delight
on the road. The Audi A6 also boasts of multiple infotainment features, including the MMI
Navigation with MMI Touch, Advanced Voice
Dialogue system and Bose Surround Sound. The
Audi Smartphone Interface puts the customized environments Apple Car Play and Android
Auto on board and on the MMI pop-up screen.
The various assistance and safety features like
the Audi Pre Sense Basic, Audi Parking System
Plus and Eight Airbags provide a secure driving
environment. The A6 Lifestyle Edition now also
boasts of features like the Rear Seat Entertainment, Espresso Mobil and Entry Exit Lights
with Audi logo projection. With the Rear Seat
Entertainment, rear seat passengers can enjoy infotainment through networked tablets with 25.65

cms touch screen that also work outside the car.
Audi new features to enhance driving
experience

•

•

•

Audi A6 Lifestyle Edition is
equipped with host of added features and accessories like Rear Seat
Entertainment, Espresso Mobil and
Entry Exit Lights with Audi logo
projection
"The Audi A6 Lifestyle Edition has
been configured specially for Audi
customers who are looking forward
to enjoy the thrill of driving in the
lap of luxury.”- Mr. Rahil Ansari,
Head, Audi India
Audi A6 Lifestyle Edition is priced
at INR 49,99,000.
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Nethues Technologies

There are countless reasons that position India as a hub of web development
services - be it skilled developers, lower operating cost or the enormous support from
Government for the IT growth.

T

he high quality infrastructures like satellite
communication and broadband internet
has amplified the charm of the present
customer-friendly business era by helping
companies to stay in touch with their customer
anytime, anywhere. While the affordable
outsource opportunities in India has set an
upward curve in the stiff competition, lamentably,
Indian web development organizations have also
been embraced by companies with a predefined
notion of facilitating a cheap quality. Born with
a mission to break this taboo, a New Delhi based
Web Solutions Company, Nethues Technologies
has been instrumental industry with high-quality,
cost effective and timely services since inception.
Rewinding back 15 years when Internet
was still a technology wonder, doing things on
Web was luring many entrepreneurs to jump on
the bandwagon and the story is no different in
case of techpreneurs - Lokesh Gupta & Rajesh
Gupta. As soon as the truth of being just a small
employee in a huge - set up suppressing their
creative- minds and personal satisfaction hit
their minds, the brothers ventured into booming
industry and started a Web Solutions Company.
“It was my passion to explore the Internet world
and help clients to establish brands online. We
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have achieved this in-depth by helping many
to grow as a brand globally,” proclaims Lokesh
Gupta, Founder & Executive Director, Nethues
Technologies. Today, the company which started
in a garage with minimum investment and few
software engineers is 250+ professionals strong
today has become the darling of over 1000
clients ranging from startups to medium & large
multinationals across 18 countries facilitating
them to hog the limelight of the web.
“Nethues Technologies can bring your
ideas to life, be it a mobile version of a website,
web-store or news-portal. Our hybrid solutions
are architected on HTML5 mobile JavaScript
framework for web applications that feel native
on Android, BlackBerry, and iOS,” explains
Lokesh. The wide range of customized web
solutions at Nethues cover website design &
development, web and mobile application
development, e-Commerce development, graphic
designing and web site maintenance & support.
Working in tandem with the creative designers
of the industry who provide the finest user
interface opportunities, the company is highly
acknowledged for their unique automated project
delivery platform, CRM, which helps them to
stand few cuts above the rest. The brand has also
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created internal applications for e-learning and
intranet clarifications beyond generalizing the
e-Commerce solutions.
Nethues takes a greater pride in their
professional team of experts who are engrained
with a hunger and appetite to enable the best
creative. Empowering the employees to be at
the business forefront, the company not only
trains them to be abreast with the technology
internally and externally, but also propel then to
explore the new faces of businesses by providing
then a freedom of tasting ownership. Nehtues
also provides clients a facility to hire dedicated
professionals on part-time, full-time, hourly or
project basis depending on the unique needs at
extremely reasonable rates. With each endeavor
that mirrors the company’s commitment towards
their clients, the ISO 9001:2008 company is
currently looking towards expanding their
customer base within the verticals where they
have strong domain knowledge & experience and
market share. With a firm presence backed by the
channel partners, the brand also aims to expand
more offices in UK & Australia electrifying their
boundary-less journey.
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Shoot

Create thousands of Stories

The couple nowadays cherishes the pre-wedding time spent together that in turn helps build
their bond of love and create a thousand stories.
• Tarsh Sharma

P

re-wedding photo shoots are best when
they portray the essence of the couple to its
fullest. To get perfect images of your loving
moments, explore your interests as a couple and
incorporate them into your shoot.
Love is truly magical, so it should be portrayed in
a more magical and lovable manner.

Ideas and themes for your prewedding shoot
Night Shoot
A unique shoot must try if you love the sparkle of
night. Make a fantasy and then turn it live under
the lamp post, sharing special time by the lake or
just counting stars.
Focus on Food
If falling in love with each other meant falling
in love with food together. This will be the super
cool and much more real because the excited look
on seeing food never has to be faked!
Royalty in Love
If you can miles just look for some beautiful
picturesque destinations like Udaipur, Rajasthan,
ladhak etc.
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Autumn
Make a shoot in very beautiful and romantic
weather with the cool wind, where leaves are falling to cherish your love.
Classic Shot
Go back, go timeless, make some black and white
pictures, some old age poses and make your love
classy too.
Use game or item as kid
Marriage maybe an adult decision, but that is no
reason to give up on childhood innocence so make
it more friendship type then stranger.
Feel Nostalgia
Reliving your first date or shooting your pre-wedding at that place where you both met for the first
time and capture those memories again.
Go Filmy
Undoubtedly once in a while we always use some
filmy dialogues in our love story with the same
spark add on something filmy like raj simran of
DDLJ in your pre wedding shoot.
Smoke Bombs
Smoke bomb, not only acts as an amazing porp
but the pictures makes you feel the magic of being
in love.
With your pet
If you love pet then make sure include your pet
ready with the western marriage suit and frame it
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in your memories of pre wedding shoot.
Monsoon
The magic of sparkling rain and you two together
just make a perfect you.

Mini you
It’s a new trend to get miniature of yours in the
photographs and this can stand your pre wedding
shoot something unique from others.
Picnic
Create the frame of picnic together while indulging in love for each other.
Intimacy
If you are a couple who don’t mind to capture the
basic intimacy of holding and kissing then make
sure to go for this. Intimate shoots are beautifully
steamy!
Fitness
Capture the moment of gymming together.
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Red Carpet

IFFD’s India Runway
Week Season 11

The Indian Federation for Fashion Development (IFFD) hosted the extremely
anticipated eleventh season of India Runway Week at The DLF Place Saket, New
Delhi. Country’s third largest fashion event started with high spirit in the capital from
March 29, 2019, and put up a spectacular display of the hottest trends to watch out for
by some of the renowned and upcoming designers.
• Vedika Sharma
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T

he show had Laxmi Aggarwal who is also
motivational for the upcoming movie of
Deepika Padukone as a showstopper, who
strutted on the ramp in style. The show opened
with the designs of veteran Designer Rina Dhaka.
Rina Dhaka showcased her summer wedding
collection at IFFD’s India Runway Week Summer
2019 for the first time. Alka Gilada presented
her collection Khwabeeda which was bridal
collection and traditional attire with a modern
outlook.

Javik Nari was a curated show on make in
India and for India by Fashion Director of India.
Laxmishriali showcased her chic collection
“revolutionary goddess” in which motivational
Acid Attack Victim Laxmi Agarwal walked the
ramp. James Ferriera showcased the collections
which were vibrant with summery prints. Yajy
by Aditya Jain Designer from kolkata showcased
collection in which you can see prominent
silhouettes in menswear wherease other Designer
from same city Satinvogue by Madhulika Mehta

collection has rimless pearls, sparkles and
glitters, sequins and stones shimmer and shine.
Amit Talwwar laughed the stunning collection
“victorian allure” and gave closure to the first
day show.
Fiercely lit up the runway from laid back
styles to prêt and luxurious apparel, everything
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Closure of the day was done by Kaaisha
by Shalini where Shazahn Padamsee walked
as a showstopper at the ramp for the collection
“Elamor”.
found a place in the India Runway Week. At Day
2 of India Runway Week’s summer 2019 edition,
standout collections by designers LA- Styliste
by Purvi Roy, Prahnaaya, Tvam by Mehak,
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Varija bajaj, Kaaisha by Shalini and Newgen
designers along with Vidya Institute of Fashion
& Technology made their way to the runway.
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IFFD’s India Runway Week continued to
please everyone on the 3rd day of the fashion
extravaganza. The day was filled with designers
showcasing their Spring Summer collection.
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Finale show saw Anjalee Arjun Kapoor presenting
summer bride on the ramp of India Runway
Week. Finale collection was extremely detailed
bejeweled bustier and was well coordinated with
the sarees and lehangas.
Second was the budding designer show in
the Brooder Runway. The second show was
opened by Vidhi Verma who lauched her couture
collection “Bliss”. The second designer in same
show was Pooja Singh. The third designer
showcased Suushmita kept in tune with the floral
collection. Saurabh & Shena‘s new collection

was well defined by its craftmenship. The third
show presented by John miller which was curated
by Designer Akaash K aggarwal, Stylist Parul
Gauba and Blogger Babita Yadav. The idea of
this show was to present menswear collection of
daily wear in three different prospective.
The fourth show of the day was started by
Rana’s by Kshitija.“Stay Wild, Moon Child”
collection of Saaj by Ankita. The fifth show
was by Cantabil where they showcased their
latest collection of spring summer. The pre finale
show was two designer shows where first show

designer was Raegun by Kamran Patel where he
showcased the work from the region of Ajrakhpur,
Kutch mastered by only one community “the
Khatris”. The other designer in the same show
was Nitya Bajaj.
The Grand Finale show was inspired by Rich
culture heritage of India, the finale amped up
interpretation and imagination of the audience.
Anjalee & Arjun Kapoor presented a fabulous
couture collection for the same.

Snippets

Audi Brussels

V

olker Germann is the new
managing director at Audi
Brussels. The plant in Belgium produces the Audi e-tron, the
first all-electric SUV in the history
of the Audi company. Germann succeeds in this position to Patrick Danau, who is retiring after more than 40
years of service for the Volkswagen
Group. Within the executive board
of Audi Brussels, Volker Germann
will hold the positions of General
Director for Production, Technology
and Logistics and Spokesperson of
the Management.

Germann has been working successfully for the Volkswagen Group
and Audi for many years. He graduated in engineering at the College of
Technology in Mannheim and began
his career in 1986 as an employee
in central planning for painting and
assembly at VW. In 2009, he became
managing director at VW do Brasil
in Curitiba. In 2016, Volker Germann became managing director of
the FAW-Volkswagen joint venture
in Changchun, China. The Audi A4
L, Audi A6 L, Audi A6 L e-tron,
Audi Q3 and Audi Q5 L model se-

ries are built for the Chinese market
in that city, which has a population
of approximately seven million.
Germann is now looking forward to
the new professional challenge in
the European capital: “The Brussels plant is currently carrying out
one of the most important ramp-ups
at Audi. Under the leadership of
Patrick Danau, the factory has prepared itself optimally for this task.
I am happy to be able to help shape
the dawn of the age of e-mobility
and the production of vehicles with
completely new drive technology. I

am now part of the team that is putting the Audi e-tron on the road with
great passion and skill.”

Kia reveals new SUV concepts

K

ia Motors has revealed a trio of new
concepts at the 2019 Seoul Motor Show,
previewing the brand’s future design
direction.
Two of the three concepts make their international debut in Seoul, with the rugged Kia ‘Masterpiece’ taking center stage, combining a large
SUV body with a luxurious, high-tech cabin. The
Masterpiece is accompanied by the Kia ‘Signature’, a new concept model which previews the
design and layout of an upcoming compact SUV
from the brand.
The cars are joined by the ‘Imagine by Kia’
concept car, an all-electric sports sedan which

embodies Kia’s desire to create exciting low-emissions passenger cars.
While each of the concepts hint at the direc-

tion Kia’s designers could take in future, each also
illustrates different elements of the brand’s future
model strategy. An expanding range of SUVs and
crossover models has provided the impetus for
Kia’s long-term sales growth around the world.
The Masterpiece and Signature both provide an
insight into how Kia could develop its model lineup in future, in terms of design, layout and use of
technology. The ‘Imagine by Kia’ concept also
previews how the brand plans to excite drivers
with electrified vehicles in future, creating stunning exterior and interior design, with intelligent
packaging and cutting-edge technologies.

Lorena Franco Makes her debut in
Bollywood with upcoming Movie Paharganj

B

ased on real issues that are seen on a daily
basis in Delhi’s Paharganj locale, the
movie runs with the motto that ‘Content
is the King’. It has a strong storyline and equally
strong soundtrack line up. Salil Sankaran in association with SENN Productions presents Paharganj: the Little Amsterdam of India. Produced by
Prakash Bhagat and Directed by Rakesh Ranjan

Kumar, the movie will be releasing on April 12,
2019, in cinemas. Lorena Franco, Spanish actress
makes her debut in Bollywood with the movie.
Lorena will play the title role of Laura Costa who
reaches Paharganj in search of her lost love. The
movie also stars Bijesh Jayarajan, Rajeev Gaursingh and Karran Jeet in lead roles.

Parisian Gourmet Festival

T

he Parisian Macao has launched its second
Parisian Gourmet Festival, a celebration
of superb French food, wine and entertainment taking place at the Eiffel Tower’s Observation Deck (Level 7) Wednesday to Sunday from 4
p.m. until late, from now until June 9, 2019.
With al fresco wining and dining set under the
iconic Eiffel Tower, the Parisian Gourmet Festival
is a celebration of all things French. Guests can
also enjoy Parisian ‘Streetmosphere’ entertainment
and live music throughout the evening while taking in the stunning views of Sands® Cotai Strip.
The authentic festival provides an extensive
food and beverage menu. Visitors will love the de-
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lectable waffles, which elevate the humble snack
to something special. Other culinary highlights
include freshly-shucked oysters, aperitif platters, flambéed skewers and a range of wine and
Champagne.
Mark McWhinnie, Senior Vice President of
Resort Operations and Development, Sands China
Ltd. said: “The Parisian Macao offers an authentic
sense of French joie de vivre right here in Macao
and the Parisian Gourmet Festival at our Eiffel
Tower will again give guests and visitors a genuine taste of French café culture with wonderful
food, exciting live entertainment and panoramic
views of Sands Cotai Strip and Macao.”
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Don’t miss the Parisian Gourmet Festival
for great food and drink and entertainment with
friends and family in a romantic French atmosphere, taking unique selfies and social media
photos under the fabulous Eiffel Tower with stunning Sands Cotai Strip views.
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#NotMadeByChildren

K

ailash Satyarthi Children’s Foundation
has collaborated with the Fashion Design
Council of India to advocate for a childlabour free supply chain in the Indian garment
and textile industry. The campaign “Not Made By
Children” aims to equip homegrown designers
with leadership opportunity to positively impact
the society by doing their bit for a child-labour
free India.
The campaign between FDCI and the foundation was jointly announced on the first day of
Lotus Make-up India Fashion Week in the presence of Nobel Peace Laureate Kailash Satyarthi
and FDCI President Mr. Sunil Sethi. The event
saw 15 key designers stand together and take the
pledge, “I pledge to manufacture garments that are
Not Made By Children. This is my contribution to
make a child-labour free India.”
The participating designers included Namrata
Joshipura, Anjana Bhargav, Amit Vijaya & Richard Pandav (AmRich), Priyadarshini Rao, Anju
Modi, Gautam Rakha (from Rabani & Rakha),
Charu Parashar, Pankaj Ahuja (from Pankaj &
Nidhi), Paras Bairoliya (from Geisha Designs),
Rahul Mishra, Reynu Tandon, Rina Dhaka, Sa-

mant Chauhan and Varun Bahl.
Speaking on the occasion, Nobel Peace Laureate Kailash Satyarthi says, ‘Fashion can attain
its higher purpose by blending culture, creativity
and compassion. ‘Not made by children’ is an
opportunity through which designers, brands and
consumers will be able to enhance the inner and
outer beauty of the world.’
Mr Sunil Sethi, FDCI President added, ‘This
is an exciting and meaningful association for me
and the FDCI members. We look at this moment
as the first step towards creating a child-labour
free ecosystem in the fashion sector.’
The garment and textile industry is one of
the largest employer in India and a fast moving
consumer product. Garment sourcing supply
chains are a complicated web spanning many
regions. The supply chain for garments trickles
down to several tiers in the informal segment of
the economy even at household and community
level. Child labour can be found at different layers
in the supply chain, and the vast majority of them
is concentrated in the value-addition handwork
segment of the supply chain. A number of garment
manufacturers sub-contract orders to other smaller

units, which do not display high standards of
social responsibility. One of the most controversial
sectors that thrive on child labour is sequins or zari
work, intricate embroidery. It is extremely difficult
to estimate the total number of children working illegally in the garment sector and the subset
working in handwork. However, approximate
reports have indicated a possible figure as high as
100,000 in Delhi and neighbouring areas. Children in these workshops are mainly brought from
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and
West Bengal.

“Shradhanjali- A tribute to the martyrs
of Pulwama by Funky Boyz”

I

ndia lost 40 soldiers on February 14, in
Pulwama terror attack. The nation is mourning the loss of the soldiers in what was the
deadliest attack on the armed forces in Jammu
and Kashmir. It was quite disturbing for the entire
nation and it’s not about the only nation, it’s
against humanity.
To give respect to martyrs of Pulwama, Funky
boyz has come up with new Punjabi track “A
tribute to the martyrs of Pulwama” Shardhanjali
which has released recently. Let’s get together

and remember them and their family members in
our prayers. This is a combined effort of Funky
Boyz band which will heal a bit of society’s
deepest wound and spread peace and love. The
need of the hour is to change. The song has also
expressed deepest condolence to the bereaved
family members of martyrs.
Funky Boyz is a live band based out of the
Capital City of India. They are a fusion of dance,
funk, bhangra, hip-hop, contemporary, International and Bollywood element. The band mainly

comprises of four members- Paras Sunda- Emcee,
& Vocalist, DJ Wicked, Sandy the percussionist
and JSK Dholi. They are the pioneers of modern
Punjabi funk music.

World of MG: An Indian Abroad

T

ripoto, the global travel community, is partnering with
Morris Garages (MG) India, the
iconic British Automaker, for immersive video solutions, offering to boost
awareness and sustain interest about
the brand ahead of its India launch this
year. Tripoto is creating a non-fiction
travel web series, ‘World of MG:An
Indian Abroad’, which will be shot in
6 different countries before concluding
in India.
Tripoto has collaborated with
actor and model, Amol Parashar, for
the 7-season web series, 1 season each for seven
countries. Amol will be travelling to all 7 coun-
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tries, promoting and sustaining Morris Garages as
the world’s foremost luxury car brand. The series
will have Amol bring to life how Morris Garages

has been a part of these countries
through their culture, food, revelry and
cars.
Talking about ‘World of MG:An Indian Abroad’, Michael Pargal Lyngdoh,
Co-founder, Tripoto, said, “The digital
renaissance in our country has trigerred the youth to turn to the internet for
alternative and shareable content. Web
Series have become an impactful way
to present a brand and create lasting
conversations. Through World of MG:
An Indian Abroad, we aim to build a
connection for Morris Garages (MG)
India amongst our strong and active community of
more than 25 Mn+ travelers."
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A highly inspired lady
Anamika Chhabra: Finalist of Mrs. India Queen of Substance 2019, a highly inspired lady
keen to set a platform for the children with special needs!

A

renowned educator, entrepreneur, and
a social worker for the homeless, mentally and physically challenged children,
Anamika Chhabra is now gearing up for Mrs.
India queen of substance 2019. Being one of the
best examples of versatility she is also pursuing specialization in special education. Her sole
aspiration is to inform, engage and empower the
society as she is also a Counsellor for children
with special needs. Both dedication and meticulousness run in her blood.
‘Live in the moment and make the most of it
to make this world a better place for everyone’ is
her life’s motto. Being an educator she always felt
herself attached with children. During the time of
her internship at The Shri Ram School the lady
realized her life is beyond teaching ‘numbers and
words’. People say Anamika teaches something

special with ease, but she feels she is learning
something new every day. Talking about the same
she stated, “Motherhood becomes a challenge
when you realise that your child has delayed
speech development and was unable to express
himself like other children, that's when I stepped
in and realised that I need to learn the skills to get
him at par with rest of the children. As I was learning these skills I was introduced to many other
development issues a lot of children face. My desire to help them gave me the strength to acquire
myself with the knowledge of handling children
with special needs. I got inspired to create a platform for these kids which lead me to be where I’m
today at Mrs. India queen of substance.”
Further she added, “We become handicapped
when we are not in presence of awareness.. Let’s
spread knowledge... let’s join hands to create

awareness around us and remove all the boundaries of our minds to make place in our hearts for
everyone. I have reached to the point of selfacquired knowledge and capability to utilise all
because I’m blessed as a woman and I’m proud
of myself to be someone who is passionate about
everything around me.”

Singaporean artists add colour to Delhi’s streets

T

he Singapore Tourism Board (STB), in
partnership with St+art India Foundation
and Impressario Group, marked the second
phase of its brand campaign ‘Passion Made
Possible’ with a three-day experiential festival –
Singapore Weekender. The festival showcased
the talents of a dozen Singaporean artists through
a mix of art installations, wall murals, interactive
workshops and live performances in New Delhi.
South Delhi neighbourhood Lodhi Colony
saw a burst of colours as the artists transformed
the walls into life-size murals and integrating
Augmented Reality (AR) in art forms to create
new dimensions. The Singaporean artists, Yip
Yew Chong, Eugene Soh, Yok & Sheryo and Sam
Lo incorporated their perspectives of the world
in their artwork as they gave the Indian audience
a glimpse into the Lion City’s arts and culture.
Visitors to the ‘Singapore Weekender’ also had a

chance to view ‘Atypical Singapore’, an art and
AR technology showcase which is part of the
STB’s ‘Passion Made Possible’ latest wave of
global campaign, at Kona in Jor Bagh.
Singaporean installation artist, Tan Zi Xi won
a lot of appreciation for her work, which was
exhibited in two parts – a courtyard mural and
an installation room. While the mural focused on
a multi-dimensional perspective of pollution on
earth, the installation looked at a dystopian world
of mankind’s new living spaces in the following
centuries.
Speaking about the second edition of the
Singapore Weekender, Mr. GB Srithar, Regional
Director- South Asia, Middle East & Africa
(SAMEA), STB, said, “The Singapore Weekender
was a celebration of the passions of Singaporean
artists and brought to the Indian audiences a different side of the city. We were happy to partner

St+art India Foundation and Impressario Group
for the second time and put together a multi-track
programme, as part of their Art Festival, reaching
out to the passion tribes of Socialisers and Culture
Shapers. The Singaporean artists enjoyed themselves displaying their artworks, installations and
music and interacting with appreciative and highly
enthusiastic visitors to the Festival. The art murals
at Lodhi Colony will continue to enthral visitors
and add to the artistic colours and vibrancy of the
place.”

Aamir Khan to be special guest at the 2019 Belfast Film Festival

B

elfast Film Festival kicks off a new fiveyear ‘cultural diversity in film’ project this
year, and as part of this is set to host one
of cinema’s biggest names, Aamir Khan.
Belfast Film Festival is very excited to welcome Aamir Khan on his first ever visit to Ireland
to attend the festival.
During the 19th Belfast Film Festival, Aamir
Khan will participate in an ‘In Conversation’ event
in the Waterfront Hall, Belfast. This event on
Tuesday 16th April will celebrate Aamir Khan’s
body of film work and pay tribute to his humanitarian activities.
The evening will be hosted by Nasreen Munni
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Kabir, author of 17 books on Hindi cinema, Nasreen has made over 80 TV programmes on Indian
film for Channel 4 and continues to curate C4’s
annual Indian film season.
Mark Cousins, Chair of the Belfast Film Festival said of Aamir Khan’s visit: “Many of us fell
in love with film because of big-hearted movies
like ‘It’s a Wonderful Life’ and Tom Hanks’ ‘Big’.
That’s the sort of film that Aamir Khan makes.
His epic entertainments have the spirit of Frank
Capra movies; he draws on the best of Hindi film.
He uses his stardom as boldly as Jane Fonda. We
are honoured that he will come to the Belfast Film
Festival. If you haven’t seen Aamir Khan’s films,
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treat yourself! A special thank you to Nasreen
Munni Kabir, one of the most admired people in
Indian film.”
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Event Name
Canadian National Exhibition

Where

When

16 Aug-02 Sep 2019

Canada, Toronto

International Tourism & Travel Show

25-27 Oct 2019

Canada, Montreal

World Travel Lifestyle Expo

05-07 Apr 2019

Philippines, Pasay

ITB Asia

16-18 Oct 2019

Singapore

Shanghai World Travel Fair

18-21 Apr 2019

China, Shanghai

Vancouver International Travel Expo

28 Sep 2019

China, Shanghai

Vancouver International Travel Expo

28 Sep 2019

Canada, Vancouver

China Outbound Travel & Tourism Market

15-17 Apr 2019

China, Beijing

Romanian Tourism Fair

14-17 Nov 2019

Romania, Bucharest

Matta Fair

06-08 Sep 2019

Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur

Global Travel Marketplace (GTM)

26-28 Jul 2019

USA, Hollywood

EyeforTravel’s Digital Strategy Summit

21-22 May 2019

UK, London

Beijing International Travel Mart

04-05 Sep 2019

China, Beijing

Arabian Travel Market Dubai

28 Apr-01 May 2019

UAE, Dubai

IMEX

21-23 May 2019

Germany, Frankfurt

Thai International Travel Fair

22-25 Aug 2019

Thailand, Pak Kret

International Travel Expo Hong Kong

13-16 Jun 2019

Hong Kong

World Travel Expo - Sydney
KOFTA
International Tourism Safety Conference

02 Jun 2019
06-09 Jun 2019

Australia, Sydney
South Korea, Seoul

28 Apr-01 May 2019

USA, Las Vegas

IMEX America

10-12 Sep 2019

USA, Las Vegas

International Conference on Tourism, Transport, and Logistics

05-06 Apr 2019

Australia, Sydney

International Conference on Tourism

10-13 Jun 2019

Greece, Athens

Travelers Conference

08-11 Sep 2019

USA, Las Vegas

Travel & Tourism Fair - Hyderabad

05-06 Jul 2019

India, Hyderabad

Trade Travel & Tourism Fair-Kolkata

12-14 Jul 2019

India, Kolkata

IndiaNew Delhi Philoxenia

08-10 Nov 2019

Greece, Thessaloniki

India International Travel Mart Mumbai

27-29 Sep 2019

India, Mumbai

Youth Education & Travel Fairs

06 Jul 2019

Germany, Munich

International Trade Fair For Luxury Travel

10-12 Sep 2019

Russia, Moscow

Indaba Expo

02-04 May 2019

South Africa, Durban

LLHA Canada

28-29 Apr 2019

Canada, Mississauga

World Travel Market London

04-06 Nov 2019

UK, London

Azerbaijan International Travel & Tourism Fair (AITF)

04-06 Apr 2019

Azerbaijan, Baku

International Multicultural & Heritage Tourism Summit & Trade Show

26-28 Jul 2019

USA, Miami

Travel Expo Melbourne

26 May 2019

Australia, Melbourne

International Conference on Marketing, Tourism & Hospitality

12-14 Jul 2019

Switzerland, Zürich

TT Warsaw

21-23 Nov 2019

Poland, Warsaw

Travel & Tourism Fair-Ahmedabad

30 Aug-01 Sep 2019

India, Ahmedabad

Tempo Libero

25-28 Apr 2019

Italy, Bolzano

Trade Show Bangladesh International Tourism Fair

24-26 Oct 2019

Bangladesh, Dhaka

sE Tourism Summit

07-09 Oct 2019

USA, San Francisco

Taipei Tourism Expo

17 May 2019

Taiwan, Taipei

Luxury Travel Fair

07-10 Nov 2019

Luxury Travel Mart

01 Oct 2019

Russia, Moscow

Chengdu International Tourism Expo

28-30 Nov 2019

China, Chengdu

Corporate Travel World Asia Pacific

24-26 Sep 2019

Thailand, Bangkok

Dive Equipment Manufacturing Association Show

13-16 Nov 2019

USA, Orlando

Outdoor Friedrichshafen

17-19 Sep 2019

Germany, Friedrichshafen
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Astro Talk

Prediction for April 2019 by
Poonam Sethi
“The more you give, the more you receive” is the motto of renowned Tarot card
reader and holistic healer, Poonam Sethi, lives by. She has studied Feng Shui
and Tarot card reading at several institutions across the globe and has, through
extensive self-study, practice and perseverence, mastered the art of guiding people
frm the present into the future to precision.

ARIES
Emotional problems will interfere with your work
and as a result, you may leave your job or business
partner and start developing or researching projects
designed to further you in another direction. You will
be concerned about your financial condition and will
make an effort to straighten out your affairs in that area,
but they still wont get resolved. You will be trying to maintain a “cool” or
detached attitude when confronted with upsetting circumstances or people
who oppose you, and you will succeed. You will lose your temper first,
however. A call from, or arrival of, an admirer will change many things.
You will be more sexually active or stimulated than usual and could also
experience problems with your teeth, gums, or muscles.
Lucky color: Pink
Lucky number: 8

GEMINI
You may take some sick leave, or “blow out” of
an unpleasant job or work situation; or, you could
change your mind about taking a job you really
didn’t want anyway but felt you had to because of
financial considerations. You’ll be feeling stuck
or strapped and will want to make more money,
because even though you’ve got it to spend, the supply is decreasing.
Don’t worry; it will be made up, even if you’ve had problems getting
it in the past. Trouble in personal relationships will end, followed by
a change of heart. Someone will find that when given the freedom he
or she wanted; he or she won’t want it after all. Watch your health, be
very careful of accidents.
Lucky color: Sky blue
Lucky number: 1
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TAURUS
You’re going to be considering a major change, and
something will need to be handled or approached
honestly that will take a lot of courage, but will be
resolved and you’ll get what you want. Also, the
completion of a project will bring unexpected gain.
You will have enough money to pay your bills or
meet your needs and if involved in a litigation, fight,
or debate over finances, you will come out victorious. Someone or
something is going to cause you to take a very serious look at where
you are in your life, or where you hope to go. There are three words to
describe your health situation: improvement, sex and sensuality.
Lucky color: Turquoise
Lucky number: 4

CANCER
You will start a new project or venture,
something that you can do out of your home,
and you will have discussions about moving
into a new home. Your success will come
through new concepts, innovative ideas,
and the rejuvenation of a declining business
or decadent property investment. Money will soon be received
for artistic, creative, or inspired ventures. Dwelling on the past
when it doesn’t serve you and blocks to productivity or romantic
endeavors are going to end. You will begin a new treatment,
purification, or cleansing program. You could also see a new
doctor.
Lucky color: Black
Lucky number: 5
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LEO
You will be successful in navigating the straits in
difficult business matters or financial negotiations.
A payment is going to be late or will not arrive
at all and it will really aggravate you, but money
will come in from a new undertaking or different
source. Listen to your intuition, dreams, or psychic
impressions. They are right and will prove to be accurate. You could
also have prophetic dreams. You are going to be spending time with
one who will awaken your romantic heart and inspire thoughts of love
or marriage, and the depth of your feelings for that person will astonish
you. You will experience a lack of energy (could be dude to emotional
tensions), and will be subject to clumsiness or small accidents.
Lucky color: Grey
Lucky number: 2

VIRGO
VIRGO You’ll have repeat clients, and some
financial increase or profit, but will be waiting for
something to happen or turn up, and will fear the
work you’re doing has little value or that you won’t
be able to sustain yourself in the future. You will
be tired of waiting for news or money because you
sense deception and distrust the party involved. You
will hold off on an idea because you wont be ready to commit, or will feel
the time isn’t right or that there’s too much hard work involved. You are
going to have a complete reversal in your thinking. You will experience
remorse or sadness brought about by a lover or family member. You need
to get more rest, and to get rid of those who “zap” your energy or take all
and give nothing in return.
Lucky color: Orange
Lucky number: 9

LIBRA
What seemed like a lost cause will suddenly work
out in your favor due to a “preordained” sequence of
events, which add up, and force a resolution. There
will also be unexpected growth and assistance in your
work or trade. You are going to experience tension
related to finances, but difficulties will be overcome
and a payment or settlement is in the offing. You will
be extremely edgy or irritable because you will feel locked into a situation
you want to get out of. You will finally take a much-needed rest, and will
be nursing yourself or a loved one back to good health.
Lucky color: Green
Lucky number: 6

SCORPIO
Emotional problems will interfere with your
work and as a result, you may leave your job
or business partner and start developing or
researching projects designed to further you in
another direction. You will be concerned about
your financial condition and will make an effort
to straighten out your affairs in that area, but
they still wont get resolved. You will be trying to maintain a “cool”
or detached attitude when confronted with upsetting circumstances
or people who oppose you, and you will succeed. You will lose your
temper first, however. A call from, or arrival of, an admirer will change
many things. You will be more sexually active or stimulated than usual
and could also experience problems with your teeth, gums, or muscles.
Lucky color: Pink
Lucky number: 8

SAGITTARIUS
New elements will come to the fore in your
work environment, but you will still be
unsettled because you have not yet established
yourself or landed in the position in which you
want to be. Your preoccupation with money
or security will cease to be a problem because
money will begin to flow in from many
sources. You will be wishing or hoping a lover will call or come
by. You will experience an undercurrent tension or discomfort
with your friends or business partners because something will be
unsettled in your mind that will need to be discussed and resolved.
Lucky color: Purple
Lucky number: 7

CAPRICORN
YYou will travel for work or study. You will
be successful in bridging estrangements,
beginning a new business, or making good
money through metaphysical or commercial
enterprises. An old flame or romantic interest
will reenter your life, but you may still be
strangers. There will be checkups, tests, or
health-related problems on the horizon, but all will end well. Don’t
strive to overcome a situation or force a resolution. Take a modest
or reticent approach with dignity and unassuming grace.
Lucky color: White
Lucky number: 9

AQUARIUS
Clearly define what you want or hope to accomplish,
and if you can’t get it by yourself or do it alone,
ask for assistance. Your work environment will
take a distressing turn due to disturbing influences,
unforeseen obstacles, or the attitudes of others, but
this is only a temporary condition, and you will soon
expand into even greater areas. You’ll be grateful
for money received from your work, and that you can afford to buy
whatever you want or need (within reason of course). You will be driven
by a need for love and companionship-the great love-because without it
you’ll feel like you’re just going through the motions, and that is a very
empty feeling. Problems with your feet, knees or legs could be indicated.
Lucky color: Yellow
Lucky number: 3

PISCES
A business partnership, labor dispute, or conflict
with employees, partners, or associates will
be resolved amicably. You’re going to have
unexpected financial gains, and your good
judgment and ability to establish correct priorities
will prove to be successful. An admirer will
want to see you and will phone or come to call.
You could be experiencing problems with your breasts, and trying to
accomplish too much will result in tension aches and pains. Stop, or
head problems could result. A rest and/or muscle relaxer would greatly
help.
Lucky color: Red
Lucky number: 1
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Geejgarh Eco Village Resort

Geejgarh Eco Village Resort
Village Geejgarh, Tehsil Sikrai
Dist Dausa
Contacts: 09899101554
E-mail: rajasthanresorts@gmail.com

Tube

825, Pocket-D, Dilshad Garden, New Delhi - 110095, Tel. :+91- 9899359708, 9999683737 , travokhohlidays@gmail.com, www.travok.net

12 Night/13 Days

Majestic

Arrive & Revive with
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